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work, when they fail to seo individuals es ends in thesselves. 
WAPTER 
XNINGDUCTION 
Bees the Church eet the Needs of All Its Teon-agers? 
the church by its very nature must deal with individuals, It mst 
bring ite message of redewpiden in Jesus Christ to bear upon the hearts 
Of individunls., X% must strengthen Llts maibers and helo tho: srow as 
individuals, And to meet the needs of its young people it must work 
With then as individuals, 
Although the concern with individuals is not a new idea in the 
Church, the exons strides of psychology and psychiatry in recent years 
have created a new and vital interest in this field of activity. Ex 
cellent studies in the area of adolescent psycholegy have made contri- 
butions of rreat benefit to these who work with teen-agers. 
in many of these studies, unfortunately, a finger is peinted at 
the church, It is stated thet often so-called "normal" teen-agers are 
taken Gor granted by adult workers and their particular needs and 
problexs neglected. Pastors may be inclined to devote more of their 
tine ond energy to the howlletical and organizational phases of their 
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Organisations for yowy: people are allowed to beease conieprivats clubs 
that are not concerned with attracting and welcowing the lerge mmbers 
outside thele own ENoUpSe? At a time of sovious roligious disinterest 
among the nation’s youth God is eften given a place on the youth pro= 
grants peripherye” the weegrans are often characterized by a lack of 
BUrpese and Gholllenge te young Christians.” 
ft is hovdly a surprise that the church is faced with a lack of 
participation and the subsequent loss of its young people. In his study 
of the urban church Murray Teiffer deseribes the abandomacnt of the 
church sehool, by the youngsters who pass the age of thirteen, He finds 
the cause dn the Jack of trained and exeorienced leaders-<sen in par= 
Viculor--ond in the feliwee of the church to transfor the loyalty of its 
youth Zvan the church school Level to the church as a whole. August 
Hollingshead Giscovered a similar situation in the onal midwostern 
tom. Ile dvaws the conclusion that wile all the protestant pastors 
Were concerned with the less of their young people, they failed to real- 
ise that their churches had not adapted their services to the needs of 
adolescents. In addition, the pastors by their ow attitudes toward 
adoleseont bel:nvior had raised a barrier between thenselves end their 
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young people.’ tho vecently published findings of the Synodicsl Youth 
Survey indiente that there ere such losses in the Lutheran Church. 
Hssourd Syned.4 
the Tuthoran CGhurch--''issouri Gynod has been blessed with a large 
nunber of yraumg people who ave interested in their Christianity and in 
the youth proprans of their resoeetive congregations. ‘The church as a 
whole has vesponded with an equally strong concern in dts youth through 
the officiel synodiesl Deard for Young People's Werk. ‘Tuis board 
together with the International Welther League is perforwing a Line 
task of providing anterials and helps that are gearcd to the needs of 
the cdiurch!s young poonlles Aud yet at some point in the arerenien 
there is something missing, There seaas to be a failure to apply the 
brogran to the needs of all teen-agers on the congregational level. 
the preblea may be sumerized as follows: ‘There appears to be a 
lack oi? Lfollowetiwough with the Walther Teague rrocran in seac congre= 
gations, A progra= is not provided to meet the needs of every tecn- 
ager individuaiiy. Often there nay be a lack of personel contact with 
adolescents during the most significant years of their developacnt. 
Youth orgasiuntions in 2 congregation may exist as ends in thenselves 
rathor then as mcane to the goal of meeting individual. needs and 
tacouraging individuel growth. ‘The total youth program of a parish nay 
be deficient in leadersiip, personel, and adequate plaming. ‘the 
result is Cleinterest and non-participation on the part of a good mary 
eee ay 
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yours people in the church. 
Chiectives of the Thesis 
This problem as it is outlined above eculd quite accurately de~ 
Scribe the situation in samy eiurches regarding their adult mesbers as 
Well 25 their teen-agers. ‘here are inactive monbers alons the fringe 
of mest parishes that would benefit fron greater individual attention. 
For the purpose of this study, however, the field has been Linited to 
the teen-age monberaluip of high school egos It is the weitert!s opinion 
that the neod 3c more neubte in the adolescent area ond that the proper 
Solztion in those critical years will provide 2 solution for the church 
a3 2 thole over the years. 
the thesis covers four fields as they are brought together in the 
area of youth work, !n initial study wes undertaken of sources in 
adolescent psycholocy to determine the problems and needs that must be 
net In individunl teen-egers. Further research was devoted to the ficid 
of personal counseling with speeie1 concern fer sources in counseling 
youth, ind finally a short survey wes made of seurees in group work 
end administration. [ 
The objectives of the thesis are to discover the needs of the tecn= 
ager that the cluxrch: must meet and to find a practical prograa that will 
haintein contact with each teen-ager to deal with those needs. Of chier 
concern is the pst that the pastor must vley in the program of cousel- 
ing individucis. A lavge chapter, therefore, is devoted to this tack of 
the pastor. The area of grou work with youngsters would furnish the 
problen for a thesis in itself, so of necessity this chapter covers the  
5 
aspects of grou work only insofm as they sre helpful to the individuel 
veomeager, Tho study of adwinistretion in youth work is also brief, 
its purpose bein: primarLlhy coneexened with the enlisting of lay; 





PRODI S AND HGEDS OF TODAY'S TREaACEr 
ALL Teons-agers Usve Problens 
Human mature is the source of probless. Paul Jolnson attieibutes 
tis to the frecden of cheice ond decision thet individuals may exer 
cise; id, he concludes, under cuch condLiions Lt is ineviteble that 
persons heve probless.+ It is here that this study must begin, To 
asoune that anyone, church mombors and Gistians included, is not 
troubled ith probloss is a false assumption. vo asmme that sea 
ingly normal tecn-agers have no difficulties or conflicts is a mistake. 
Yet that ascusption itself is a problea in youth wrk, when adults 
neglect the mulority of youngsters whe keep themselves out of trouble 
and when they take their novaal behavior for granted, they may en= 
courage then to develen symwtens that will bring the: the attention 
they need, uch on attitude neglects the responsibility of adults 
towrd every teon-azer Lor the understanding and help he needs in his 
Cveryday nrobleas ef growing ude? 
Youth's probleas sre intensified in today's world, mclety is the 
order of the dar in a world sliuction that threatens to break out into 
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Global. atemic worferc., One weiter characterises the disturbing signs 
of the times as follows: 
le Meximtion of fondly ulus; inereased transiency; in- 
ereased muaiber ef divoreess lowered moral. idealisn. 
  
&e interruption of youth's usual patterns for lite-plan- 
nilngs Givliculties as to educabion, vocation, marriage, 
amd Dinding a piuce to Live. 
    
trac Ccbionss + abnormal boon ‘dues with none ong 
urchaning thogwild"s then uneuployment, 
wtion ond depressions growing popularii; of 
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he Accertuntion of the sex problea: lowered sex standards; 
elimination of the external restraints of Zear for 
Sacial diceuse and fear of pregnancy; returning military 
personel with lowered standards; lack of hone trainings 
wmirestraint’ in high school crowds, 
5. Srustra tiens, particularly aicny boys: getting “steaxed 
up for eens adventure" but facing erdinarinesss heed= 
lw ion on upsurge. 
G. ‘Inerease in vacial and social tensions. 
be 
S to ethical standards, 
  
] iparbeecver waling dmroads sion neces on church 
voliss wide-spread 2 and poychologically subtle propaganda 
eneouwegin: deinkings ivank prosotion through mass cai 
municaticns. Tnereasing use of narcotics. 
9. ‘the world continuously apprchensive over the possible 
outbreak of its worst tet 
This is the norman] situation es for as today's young peapic ere 
concerned, for it is the onky world which they have in1ounte? 
 
deartee le Danan, Yays Youth Learn (New York: Uarper ¢: Drothers, 
C1952), De 156 
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Problens of the Growing Personality 
fs the averuve teon-acer reaches adolescence he finds himael€ in a 
Sirenge situation, an artificial waiting peried between childhood and 
adulthood, lhysicsliy he is entering maturity--psychologically ke is 
held in @ "prolonged porded of dnfancy "9 The older adolescent in par= 
tioular is placed inte this quaxiay. Is society no longer regards 
hin as a child, but 1t docs not give him the full adult status and fme~ 
tion of wide he ie‘ capable.! 
Paul Landis makes Usis distinetion between the individual and the 
Berson: tho individual is “the human being as he is by mental endow 
nent and mental acquisitions; the person is the individual with "the 
added attribute of status, that is, the social recognition that hes been 
given him by the groups of which he is a part 08 Through the years of 
adolescence the young individual is searching for his place in a world 
that bewilders him. Already in his twelfth year he will have renched an 
advanced stage in the development of the personal goals, ideals, and 
notivations which will largely determine his reactions to life.? tis 
heredity bas long beon established and the factors of Lis early 
Reese eens 
s Goo He Landis, Adolescence and Youth (2nd editions Hew Yorks 
licGraw-IH11 Book Company, GelJ5e), De ole 
Taugust B. Hollingshead, Elutom!s Youth (lew York: Jolin Wiley & 
Sons, Ines Col99)» Pe &. 




environvent have all had their influence on his growing personality. 
He is now in a stage of transition as he struggles to achieve indepen- 
dence and confidence in hiveself as a person. And in this search and 
struggle there arise problews as he finds he is unable te stand by 
hinself successfully. je feels inadequate and insecure! 
Nany of these problems center in the matter of morality and con- 
Scicice., le is becawing awere of differences and contradictions in the 
norel standards of the world. the youngster discovers that the norm 
Set by hic faxily in the years of his childhood is “old-fashioned” con- 
pared with the moral eede cutside his hones’? itis tender conscience is 
easily disturbed when he is confronted by situations of moral conflict. 
Today's tecn-oger is growing up in an eze that challenges the tradi~ 
tional views of right snd wrong and is more concerned with the logical 
reasons for ethical standards than the Taw of God. It is an age when 
parents are renerally ineffective in providing the strong moral backbone 
thelr children need so badly. Jn Landis' opinion the average younsster 
teday has faced "ore moral alternatives by the time he is twenty years 
of age than his crendparents faced in a lifetine."23 He mentions three 
underlying influences that create problens in the area of moral decision: 
le Hovexent is so prominent in our society that most young 
Zolk leava the neighborhood and family group early in lite. 
ee 
Wists Semucl Sadler, Piloting lod Mees Fawice Yhmle & i a m a * ny Hodern Youth (lew Zork: Funk & 
: Wagnalis, C.1931), Pe De 
Uperence Peters, "The Faster as Counselor of Youth," published by 
Concordia Sexinary Mineo, Ste ovis (mimeogrephed), pe li. 
imndis, OPe Cite, Be bs. 
Binia., De D1. 
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2. Change has been so rapid in all phases of exserience that 
well-tiefined ioral standards no longer exists parents are 
often sa wncortain in matters of the rightness and wrong- 
ness of specific acts that their teaching of moral pre=- 
copts aften either is neglected or lacks nositivencss. 
3e In cur society wnany adolescent youth gro:ps exist in 
which the ecdes of the new generation hold sway, there 
being relatively little chasoronage by adult codes. 
fo add te his confusion the legal systen of his society is incon- 
Sistent. ile is not legally mature as a voter until the age of twonty= 
oné. He may drive on automobile as carly es Liftecn of sixtecn, but in 
host states he is not sufZiciently mature to purchase or serve alecholic 
beverages until he is tuorty-onc. He may be considered nature enough 
Zor employment at sixteen, but he cannot marry without his parents! con- 
Sent until he reaches twenty-one, or eighteen in tho case of girls. 
these restrictions may ereate sorions difficulties for hin as he devel- 
ops &@ Sense of resnonsibility and desires indesendence.!? 
Problems with Sexual Maturity 
% is an azgravating situation for the teen-ager that he te nature 
din sexual capacity long before socicty is willing to permit his marriage. 
He is faced with the dileasa of repressing his desires or violating a 
sizict moral stamiavd. Tor mary young pcople the dilema may be solved 
in a "clandestine couplex" wixich cnables then te release sexual tension 
privately uiile uointaining theiz good veoutetion publicly. mis, of 
course, adds to the feoling of guilt which most adolescents associate 
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with sox, and it makes difficult thely adjustment to a nore mature out~ 
look on the sexual functions in life. Younz people as 2 rule have an 
inadequate knowledre off sex, especially in its Christian interpretation, 
and many are troubled with mixed feelings. ‘The uystery and taboo that 
the American eilivre makes of sex increases guilt aseeeiations in ado- 
leseen’t minds.17 est of the sex edueation the teen-agers receive cones 
out of their neer sroups rather than from advIts 28 Shis adda ta the 
impression tit sex is a seeret and wicked pleasure. 19 Sone adolescents 
think that ut best sex is only tolerated by Gede29 The stimulus of a 
Stimconselais society increases thei doubts and confusion, Lovesalcing 
is a popullor nationnl pastine.s*+ Billboards, enterteiment, and popular 
literature take Lightly what youngsters Imow is 2 violation of moral. 
Stenderdis, In some enves sex and its associated quilt foclings may be- 
cone an uncontrollable force that teen-agers grow to fcer, The magnetic 
attraction ef euilt and fear may become fixations in young minds. Tt 
may lead to norbid imevinings, self-condsroation, snd may be an impcius 
te masturbation ond fornication. =* 
eoceneee ee 
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Froblens in Social. Adjustments 
4 serious diffleulty ovises for the adolescent in tho unbicr of 
focial relationships, As he stwives to find his place and status in 
Soclety, he may find that his place has already deo selected for nin. 
though 1% is true that barriers of social distinction aro nob insuzmount~ 
able in this denocratie scclety, such distinctions do exist and exort 
Strong influences upon the developing personality. In sucll tom: and 
Tural aveas definitions of socicel class ere especially significant. 
August Hollingshead!s sociological study of the youth in 2. typical mic- 
Western town desonstrates the. social situation.?3 Alnost evary person 
he interviewed acknowledsed the organization of the towm!'s social re= 
lations arqund cliques and classes.) He found that the scelal behavior 
of adolescents appeared to be related to the pesitiona their favilies 
held in the community's sociel strncture.2? The major foundations for 
these cocial distinctions are coonumie status and etimic origin. Iie 
classified Zive separete social Levele on the basis of wealth. He cane 
Counterad popular csiereotypes for the descendants of the Irish, German, 
Horwegian, and Yolish imsxigrants who embtered the tom after it had becon 
established by the original “Amorleans<!@° 
OE te eee ene ees 
_. "Zhugust By Hollingshead, Mmtown!s Youth (New York: Jolm wiley & 
Bons» Ince, Coi99). 
Ztrnid., pe 820 
2Srpad., De De 
26rnid., pp. 62, 63, 79s  
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These distinctions create preblens of many kinds for the "Serbo" 
adolescent, Yo vogin, Hollingshead points out thab the existence of 
Such a class systen is always denied officially. Such hypocrisy in 
adults is comiusing to youmgsters, to say the least. Dy the time a 
child is seven yeors old, he understunds that sone are rich and others 
peor, He knows that lis faxiky can or camot afford cortein stipulated 
ites, High prestige is enjoyed ty the rich, low prestige by the pours"? 
Howard Bell. describes whint he ealls "the cycle of economic detemminisn" 
and its denressing cf'fect upon young people who find themselves frozen 
in their social. Lever 28 There ere problems for the upper-class: adoles~ 
cents as well, ‘They nay be mieled by the impression that rersonal worth 
is associated with wenlth and consider theuselves sunericr. They tend 
te become anti-~socis. te these ef lower classes."? The teen-agers often   
carry theses class distinctions iusto the teen-age world that centers 
sround the high school. ‘the selection of a curriculum may be based on 
the prestige of the college preperatery course or the necessity.of a 
commercial course. Discipline and grades may be influenced by secial 
bresGuve, Irises and scholershins may be gramted according to nerental 
importance, [nivca-cuvricular dences ond parties and even athletic par~ 
—
 
ticipation may be affected by sociel distinction. ‘They may be carried 
over into comaunity or church youth organizations. 
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The Teenager in iis Peer Socicty 
Cne of the most immertant social relaticnshins for the adolescent 
is the peor group with which he is associated, Rudolph Uittenberg 
Speaks of three groups to which he may belons. ‘There is first the 
"Croud," the huge mass of youngsters in the local high school and the 
comunity in seneral, ‘fo tbe "in" in this group is of primary immor- 
tance. He must ctay on the right side of this group norm as adults =ust 
cbey the xule of public opinion. Asseciated with this group connection 
are tic many ads, dress styles, and slang exeressions that are camon 
Molescent phonawena. Secondly, there is his “Interest Group," the 
Scout trcop or vrowth organisation in which he shares comion activities. 
The third grow is his "Intimate Friendship" circle? 
The adolescent necds these grouss. They ave an essential stabilice 
ing force and seeuxttiy for him ac he moves toward personality growth and 
independence, ‘n then he is able to find acceptance as a person. Howe 
ever, they may be a source of grief to hin, To ba in or outside the de» 
Sired group makes a difference. ‘Yo be first or last anong his peers 
makes a difference not only in status but in his conception of hinsolf,2" 
fo be what one welice calls "fringers" or “isolates” is very dauaging to 
teen-age morales” 
Gradually the patterns of the saaller groups move Iran segregated 
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Settings to a joining of the sexes and later a dating relationship. 
veer groups lose thclx importance as social relationships enter the 
realu of cnvazenent and married adulthood. Here the teen-ager may find 
grous toward untuclty. Among sixteen year olds ry « hore probleas as he 
dating is the accoyted procedwe Zor group activity and acceptance, and 
the boy or girl without a date is left outs Ms Dating beings probleas 
wlth parents. A tcon-ager's financial, position may determine the Limit 
of his dating ability. If he datos the wrong person, he may run the 
risk of social disnyproval. The questions of "going steady," petting, 
Self-control, and choosing a life's partner call for very signifieant 
decisions and may Jead to mental conflict. 2? 
Problens in Yanily Nelationships 
4 basic problen situation in the fanily relationship of today's 
Weneoger is thet the hone is no longer the stabilising influence 1% 
once was. lor a good may adolescents 1t is hardly mora than a board= 
ing house==2 place to sleep and eat between various outside activities 25 
the parents, too, are caught up in the whirl of outside interests, 
Fathors bound up in their occupations find it difficult to devote time 
to their youngsters, ‘The unheppy result may be a breakdoim of confi= 
dence and conmurication. Tensions between husband and wife are not we 
Comon in an umstable hone, and young lives are affected. Nothing is 
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more hariai‘ul. to 2 child's morale than the divorce of its parcnts,27 
the Situation is particularly acite in the matter of discipline for 
the growing odolescont. ‘The teen-ager, ef course, is cortein thet he is 
able to exercise nature judgment. Yis parents are concerned with his 
protection.2% ine difficult decision parents must make is how much 
frecdon to permite? Fron the point of view of tie teen-ager, over- 
restraint leads to raseniment and loniexzey tc a loss of respect Zor the 
parents, ‘the rebuke of his parents may bring the adolescent to feel 
that they dislike hin. inlme reports that over one third of those with 
Who he counseled cane to him whith problems that included resentacnt 
against ene or both perents.!9 the teenager may not realize that his 
parents have their problens, too, especially in the difficult role of 
nodern perentheod., Many parents do not understand what the responsi~ 
bility toward their children invelves, In delegating thei: resronsi- 
bility te the Schools, churches, and youth agencies they deny their 
children a basic life foundation, 
Provlens in the High School 
"Without a doubt," says aul Landis, the high school is "the most 
important single social institution." It is in the high scheol situation 
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that the avernge teon~oger must learn to adjust hinself with his seciety. 
there he begins to attespt answers to the problems of life and to think 
more intently about his future. He develops eriticel judguent and be~ 
gins to cuplloy the vocabulary cf the adult world, ‘The opinion is ad~ 
vaneed by educators that the adolescont must learn adjustuent to life 
and group welfare in the high school, or it will not be done.!!2 
In the hich school the teen-ager is faced with special problens of 
m® acadenic nature. He must study and learn to conform to secial reg- 
ulations, He mar heave conflicts over teachers, resenting the teacher 
who shouts his disappreval or the impersonal edueater who barely ac- 
knovledzes his existence.43 the enphasis on ecmetition in athletics or 
Scholaxsiiis is paiwiul when he leses in the teen-age world, fo te 
ie 
known as "unpopular is disastrous.4? 
Litfieultics with Future Goals 
the problems of personal adjustment often arise as the result of 
indecision. Im choosing kis goal for Live today's teen-ager is faced 
with a wide range of choices, and he has difficulty in malcing a decision. 
ina denocratie society no youth knows what he was born te be, The 
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Giallenge of greatness is offered him, if he is willing to exert the 
effort! 
the high schocl graduation is the "parting of the ways" Zor today's 
adolescent, iis choice of collere or a job will have a great signifi-~ 
cance in his future status as an individua.!!? Collece training is in- 
creasingly a necessity in the world of business and industry. Already 
many Vocational opportunities are Limited te these wie hold college 
degrees vo 
Hany young people do not know what they want as a goal for the 
future and for that reason decide preuaturely egeinst higher education. 
Gthers attend college with the hops that there they will find a geale 
Some wio desire to attend college cammot afford it. Motivations may 
very in selecting goals for life, A teen-ager may be carried along by 
the desire te better himself, Another nay dream of helping humenity. 
Soue may be secking an easy way to nuke a Living. ‘The pressure of 
parents and adults may force a ‘young man or woman into an cecupation he 
or she would not choose for himself, Girls may be torn between goals of 
marriage or a czreer 9 
the adolescent's goals for life may be influenced strongly by his 
attitude toverd money. Jecause it is the only medium of exchange and 
the meens for clybaiming desired objects, 1% tends to beeaie en end 4 
a 
h6 
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rather than a means.e Tht aceumilation of wealth may become a Wie goal 
in iteels20 
the armed services play an Laportent role in shaping the lives of 
young tien, With Sew exceptions they are required to undergo military 
training, This interruption of life-plaming is disturbing. A young 
men's moral fiber may be weakened by his contacts in strance situations. 
the depersonaiised effect of life without identity in the lerge mass of 
meh bay cause problems of social adjustnent.o- 
the decisions involved in selecting a ligets partner nay give rise 
to further mental conilict. arly marriages for teen-age couples who 




in the opinion of psychologist Paul Landis spiritual conflicts are 
ne longer of major importance in adolescent developnent.?2 hile this 
might be the case for American youth in general where there is little 
veal concern for religious issues, the younz people who have been 
trained in Iutheren cenfirmation classes and parochial schocls will have 
problens of this nature. The picture the rsychologists give is important, 
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however, for it shows the spiritual tone of the adolescont world in 
which the Tutheran teen-ager lives. 
Hellingshead states that his "Rlmtowm!" study cradually led him to 
the impression that to adolescents religion is very much lixe "wearing 
clothes or talcing a bath." It is something one has te have or do in 
order to be acceptable in secicty. Those Hollingshead interviewed 
Secned to believe that Girictlanity is the true and only religion, 
although they rarely understecd the distinction between a religion and 
@denoninstion. lo the vast majority Christianity consists cf an amor 
phous body of belies which are bound up in a mmber of avesoue terns: 
"God," "Jesus," "Christ," "Sin," "Salvation," "Heaven," and "Hell." It 
is given form in a beok thet contains all sacred truth, Christianity is 
built on the Bible and Sunday is "the Ierd's Day." One can believe the 
Bible without ever having read It or understood it--just as long as he 
knows about the iible it mekes him religious, A verson ought to be 
religious, they said, although "religious" had no specific meaning for 
then except a vague belicy in Ged confirmed by the assertion that they 
ere Christians or belong to 2 church. To be labeled 2 church maaber is 
imortant, for it tells others where one belongs in the complex of de- 
nexinaticns, (ne does not have to worship to be a meaber. Hollingshead 
dravs the conclusion that religious ideas are "lergely negative elenents 
in the life organization of these adolescents "9! 
Hurray Ross drew the seme conclusion fron a religious survey of 
Young Men's Christian Asscciation meubers, Of thepe young mon less than 
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twenty percent stated that religion was meaningful as a guide for their 
everyday ‘lives. oss rives his opinion that if these young men may be 
Said to be in amy way reoresentative of the general American population, 
the foundation of veligious ideals is crumbling?” 
in this age of scewlarisa, invard and vital Civistianity is pley- 
ing an increasingly miner rele. While formal religion is on the increase 
people generally avc Living 2s if this life were all and religion only a 
custom of the paste Tb is an age of preeceupation with money and the 
things it can buy. ‘The methods and products of selence have outstriyped 
all othor truths.°5 as far as the religious influence of the hone is 
concerned, 
teday there is about as great likelihood that the adolescent 
Will have been reared under a system which questions all re- 
ligious creeds and religious beliefs as there is that he will 
have been reared under a system of religious control. 
these statements indicate thet there is an enormons deficiency in 
the life of teday's teen-ager, even though he may not be troubled with 
religious issues. Without Ged, says landis, the adolescent lacks the 
onc fixed point from which he must begin so that he can build his life 
with confidence.?9 It ie strange thet Landis, 2 psychologist who does 
not give God much evedit, showld meke this statenent of the need Zor 
God, It would seom to indicate that even such men ouwtside the church 
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acknowledge the vas whieh only the ehurch is able to fill. 
the teen-nyex within the duel is beset with his problems, too. 
He has conflicts as he comes into contact with skepticisn in the world 
of adults. ie may have mental diiviculties in accepting the Bible 
Wiik his nowly nequixed analytical thinkings?? Behavior problaus may 
arise as he linds his degactic boliess challenged and the basis of his 
Self-Cisci pine destroyed, He may not know what the clusrch Stands Zor. 
fo many adoleucents it seens to be bound up chie®ly with the triviel and 
iheonsequertinl end net concerned with the great fundamental truths and 
61 challenges, he goals of his church may seen to be built eround 
churchimenship rather than Christianity.o? His pastor may be more con= 
corned with adwonishing preblen youngsters than helping them with their 
problems. And is iris cher: opposes whet el] his peers are deing, he 
Will find 1% hard not to fellow thon.°? 
Lolday's Yeeneager Has Needs that the Church ust Fill 
Thus fax tue study has show today's teen-ager as he is, too old 
for childhood and not yet an advlte He lives in a strange world of his 
Gm with his om cults and practices. Often he shows a wistiul desire 
teense ars 
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to be accepted by acu] te-<yet just as often he makes such acceptance dif- 
ficult by lis belinvior. He often trics to conceal his real feelings and 
isolate hic world Crom adult intrasion.94 Dut although he way look nor= 
mal and untrowbled, he usually has a woight on bis mind. It may be a 
feeling of inadequacy or guilt ov insccurity. It may be siply loneli- 
ness or confusion. thr no matter who he is he will be troubled by one 
or hove of theee immer disturbences duwing his adolescence. V. R. Edman, 
fresident of Jheaton College, summarizes the adolescent's situation in 
his introduction to it's Tough to be a Teen-ager: 
Tcen=azers do not understand thenselves y» amd they are sure 
no cne couprehends or vesliy cares for them, They are not 
‘little chileren ner are they nature men and women. They 
ave bewildered by the inner ¢ nfliets and eoselications 
thet arise out of the physical aid enctional changes that 
are transpiring wititin thengelves, They are in the proevss 
of being detacked from hone with a view to establishing in 
time 2 home of theis ow. In the interval of teen-age yeurs 
they arc inclined te be mere concerned about belonging te 
the gang, of conforming te the pattern of what "everybody 
cise docs," than of reuaiming 2 part of hone, Gungey School 





Ue needs understanding as lhe faces tis udolescent world. He needs 
to "belon;" te lieve acceptance aiong his pcers and recogrition of his 
status as a percen in lis owm right. He needs love and affection. He 
needs friendchin in 2 casual world that is not conducive to firm friend~ 
Ships, ‘the church can supply these needs. i 
He needs help in foraing his goals and values for life. -He needs 
Security--a stabilising foundation as he gropes toward independence in 
the world. ‘he chureh can supply that. 
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Above o11 he needs Ged. He needs an mnshakable faith in a God 
who cares, 2 (od to whom he can turn, He needs the God who has Zor= 
given his sin on a skull-shaped hill, ‘The church can supply that need. 
And if the chureh will. concentrate its efforts on its youth to satisfy 
their live noeds, it can become indispensable for its teen-age senbera.° 
Ot ete 
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PASTORAT, COUNSELING YOR TONAY!S TEBHeAGEA 
the Paster as Counselor of Youth 
The pursese of pastoral counseling is, of course, to meet the needs 
of individunls, Like Jesus Mimsel? the pastor will never want to lose 
Sight of the fact thot in each problan situation the individual is the 
key, The previous chapter established the situation with which the 
Paster will have to deol in bis work with young people-=the fact that 
every teen-age mexber of his parish is likely to heve doubts and con= 
fliets of one Icind or another. ‘Therefore, the pastor who is concerned 
with his youth will want te provide lor then individually. He will want 
to be the sympathetic and understanding friend they need so urgently. 
Certain chorecteristies and sersonality traits are quite essential 
for the pastoral counselor, We himsel£ must have 2 healthy mind and 
noradL stature.” Uis should be 2 well-adjusted perscnality. Hie om 
faith in his Savior must be the kind that inspires others. He should 
have 2 thorough understanding of the art of counseling.? He must have 
& Goce insight inte his om problems, and fox those probleus he should 
have experienced the power of rebirth and release from their destructive 
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motions," Furthermore, he should know himself well enough in his 
OM Wealmess 2nd sin so that he will not fall to the tenptation of moral 
pride when others reveal partievlarly revolting sins of the flesh? 
His attitude toward others must be outgoing, showing thea 2 fricnd- 
Ship that is sincere, le should know how to love people for what they 
ave and accent then as they are without harsh judguent.6 Sympathy and 
understanding are necessary elenents in his attitude, ! His bearing is 
always one of hope and confidence 2s he works with individuals » tor he 
hinself has experienced the power of the spiritual resources he has 
to offer.6 
lie must have 2 profound respect for other people and a concern for 
their interests. Yo be a successful counselor with teen-agers his 
interest in then should be great enough that he is willing to discuss 
Probleus in Algebra and Latin grammar with thea as woll as matters of 
Spiritual importance.” 
The pastor's role as counselor is bound up in the meaning of the 
Word "pastor." Paul Johnson finds in the etymology of the word his 
cee 
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defintticn of 2 sostor as “a religious leader vie understands and indi- 
vidually cares for luis people, to whom they return for the health of 
theiy sowls."10 nyciusrd Udwards deseribes the apparently opposite 
charactcrictics wicieh must be united in the pastoral comsolor: 
Le Approuchabi lity mud resceve, So aS to bo an open. 
heart, c~oavud Listener, but alco a desp well, not 
& babbling broolie 
   
  
2. Cbijcctivity and at the sane time subjectivity, in the 
Sense of a 2ull-flowing Life of his ome 
3. Disintercdness [sie] and concerns the counselor's focus 
OF interest is in the other persons and hic chief concern, 
therefore, is thet help be given rather than that he be 
the one to give ite « « e 
L. Sensitivity and robustness. 
5e Insight and accurate ebservatien. 
S% Jatience and resourcef:] action. 
7. A knowledge of life 26 it is and avsense of the sacredness 
of porsonality.tt 
Iks role 22 counselor with his teon-egers is challenging and it must 
be recogmined fou what it is. Rudolph Wittenberg speaks of the inmportanecs eres 
of Gistinguisiin: this counseling role from other adult voles in relation~ 
Ships with young peophe. It is decidedly different from the role of 
berent, teacher, cx supervisor. Confusions and misunderstandings may 
arise if the pauter doss not follow the role detexwined by the function 
in cach perticular dnstance.-” 
terete 
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AG counselor the pastor's role must begin by accepting the coun 
Selec befare him as he is. We must use every means at iis disposal. to 
let the person knew that hie attitude toward him will not change nor 
his affection di inish as a resnlt of a confession of sine, The ccun- 
Sclor must retain his respect for the courseice,27 
the pesteral counselor skewld be aware of his ow motivations in 
youth work. [le must be xsture enough to understand his om self=inter= 
est and the cotisiactions he reeeives in helping teen-agers He must 
realise bis Limitetions in the art of counseling. He showle know 
where to turn with lis ow probless. Up to o certain degree his wife or 
@ Wise loyman con be a good listener as he wilonds his burdens. ‘To 
mother pastoxr—6prefcrably one older and more caperienced--he can £0 
with deeper protilems, Tt is very important that he counsels often with 
fod in his private prayer and maintains a rick devotional 1ite,26 
Yor his work of counseling the pastor has resources that are for the 
nest part beyond the reach of modern vsychiatry. On his side are the 
Spiritual forces that have changed lives for nineteen conmturies. His 
concern is more than simply the release of cnoticnal tension--his aim is 
¥ lead men ond women into the more abundant life through Jesus Christ. 
ft is in Ciistis atonenent that the individual finds power to unity his 
personalivy. In becoming reconciled to God through Cirist his sense of 
13, 
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Self-respect is raised. In the Gospel he can find strongth for his 
efforts toward building a nobler character.!? the teen-ager who is in- 
Secure will ind in Christienity the stability he needs, a purpose ke 
can trust, and a foundation with which he can identify hinsere, 28 
The Persen-centered Approach to Counseling 
Yersonal counseling has been defined in many ways, Johnson de= 
Seribes it as "a responsive relationship arising from expressed need to 
Work through difficulties by means of emotional understanding and growe 
ing responsibility."9 Seward liliner states that it is an activity 
rather than a profession, a process over a length of tine in which the 
pastor hclps a person to help himself under certain conditions.?° The 
purpose of counseling is to understand persons in their lize situations, 
to aid then in understanding themselves, and to help then organize then~ 
Selves for their om fullest growth and usefulness .72 The responsibility 
is given to the counselee for his om growth, because personal growth is 
2 nore important than any single problen,.-" 
HWiltner lists the following prineclvles for a healthy counseling 
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Sliuation: 
1. ‘the parishioner senses that something is wrong, and at 
Least in a measure that the difficulty may be seen with- 
in hinsell, 
2e Cournsoling proceeds by understanding, and net by egree= 
nent or disagrecnembe 
Je Gounseling is usually heloing another vorson to help 
himself, not doing something for hime 
he Counscling involves clarification on ctizical issues, but 
not ccerclors 
5e The counseling situstion involves real respect for the 
parishioner, and dees not proceed through use of a beg 
ef tricks, 
6, the situntions that give oceasion for counseling are 
viewed by the counselor, and eventually by the parish- 
toner, not only as diffienlties to be orexcona but also 
aS opoortunities for growth and developnent.2 
the various avpreaches to counseling in use teday are desoribed by 
iGliner with their advantages and disadvantages. The "social-adjustzent 
View" holds to the theory that all waladjustuents are the result of so=- 
cial failures. horapy is applied to secial inadequacy by helping the 
individual change his unsatisfactory life patterns. Ite ditfieuliy 
ariscs when a counselor acimowledges no other source of mental conflici. 
it tends to take a superficial view of human nature, The "imer-release 
View" had its beginning with Freud. This treataent proceeds through a 
Search Zor subconscious drives and frustrations that are sources of 
problems, ‘the well-lmow term "psychoanalysis" applies te this therapy 
that uncovers these repressed feelings within an individual and helps 
hin find release, ‘The "objective-ethical view" is concerned with denial 
ene eneseees 
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of necessary personality needs. If in an individualts culture certain 
perscnality needs are denied hin, the Struggle to release and express 
thea is understood in terms of the inevitable revolt of hunan nature 
egainst that which has denied the fulfillment of Lis basic needs. The 
"Christion-theological view" is in an advantageous position. ‘This viez 
wilerstands the theological basis for principles of ell the other views. 
The Christian counselor is able to make use of the goed features of the 
other views without becoming committed to their disadvantages. Ne can 
employ the sienificant aspects of social conflict as an aid in under- 
Standing an individual's problen. Hot only can he listen to a person as 
he releases his inner problems and guilts in confession, but he can also 
apply the healing messase of forgiveness in Christ. He ean give that 
Rersen the nower of the Holy Spirit in remaking his 1ize,2# 
7 
the Non-directive Method in Counseling 
To widexrstand the non-dircctive method it is helpful to compare it 
with another by contrast, the directive method, As a directive counselor 
the pastor asswies responsibility for the situation end actively guides a 
person to the solution of his problea. In a non-directive situation the 
pastor assists the counselee to a realisation of his om responsibility 
ty clarifying the issues and allowing bim to arrive at the solution by 
hinself, and in that sense tho method is "non-directive.” The role of 
the pastor, however, is not so passive as the term would ivply, for 1% 
requires his guidance through intelligent resronse. Johnson proposes the i 
es 
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term "responsive counseling" as a more accurate designation.2? 
Corl logers, one of today's leaders in the field of non-divective 
Beyenlatry, states that the individual and not the preblem is the conter 
of attention. The goal is greater independonee on the part of the indi- 
Viduel rather than the hope that he will grow if the counsclor aséists 
in solving the problem. ‘The aim is not se meh to solve a particular 
problem as it is to kave a person grow toward the ability to cope with 
6 this present preblem and later problens as well.” 
the responsibility assumed by a person in comseling is most inpor~ 
tant. Tor the counselee it is the "most essential of all possibilities 
for decisive change in terms of growth,"@? ‘the following principles 
apply to this location of vesponsibility in the ccunseling process: 
(1) Attention met be focused on the counselea's situation 
and his awa feelings about it--the counselor, 8 coments 
Shevld not distract him from the real issues (2) ihe in- 
dividual wust feel free to express his destructive enoticns 
of guilt, fear, and resewtuent--he shovld have the apgarance 
of attentive Listening on the part of the counselor3“7 (3) The 
process develops through the pastor's real understending of 
the individual's feelings in the situation and through the 
pastor's conmmunieation of that understanding to the individuals 
(hk) The pastor assists by clarifying the elements of conflic~ 
ting feclings as they emerge and their relation to the individ. 
vals (5) The individual should feel a special kind of freedon 
as well as certain limitations, as he accepts the pastor's task 
of helping him to help himself; (6) The process should include, 
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on one of more appropriate occasions, help in the consolida- 
tion of the insights and clarifications thet have been gained, 2° 
the Frocedyre in Non-direetive Pastoral Counseling 
rurray Noss suggests the procedure of Carl Regers for helping young 
People in a counseling situation, He adapts the process as Hogers out~ 
lines it in lis werk, Counseling end Psychotherany. 
1. the individual comes for helpe 
20 The helping situation is defined. The client is made aware 
fron the outset thet his counselor does not have the an= 
swers, but that the counseling situation provides a place 
where he can work owt his om solution with assistance. 
3. ‘The counselor encourages the client to express his fecl- 
ings freely sbout the problen. His attitude is friendly, 
interested, and receptive. He makes his client aware that 
the hour is set aside for him. 
4e The counseler accents, recognizes, and clarifies the 
Clicnt's negative feelings, He should be prerared to re- 
Spond to the fLeclings that lie beliind what the client says, 
rather than te its intellectval content. 
5. ‘hen the nogative feelings have been exnressed they arc 
followed by expressions of positive inguises which make 
lox growth, ‘This positive expression is one of the most 
certain and predictable phases of the entire process. 
6. ‘She counselor accepts these positive expressions without 
praise or blanc. ie recognizes them as no more or less 
@ Zect than the negative feolings previcusly expressed. 
7e This insight--the understanding and acceptance of hinself-~ 
is the next most tbmortant aspect ef the whole process. | 
It provides a basis on which the individuel ean go ahead 
to new levels of understanding. 
8 With this process of insight there is 2 process that 
clerifies the possible decisions end ecourses of actione 
Here the counselor helps to clarify the different choices 
that the individual can make, We must recognize the 
erences sseesepenen 





feelings of feor and lack of courage that the individual 
45 exserloncinge 
9. The client begins minute, but highly significant positive 
actions, ak he begins to reorganize his life in a nore 
wholesone dircction. 
le, ‘the reunining steps lead to a more complete and accurate 
understanding of himself and to an increase of interrated 
positive action by the individual, Gradually he should 
Yecl a dicinishine need for the Sune ee help and 
realise thet the relationship sust end, 
Techniques in Pasteral Counseling 
the establish “xnb of rapport, the satisfying relationship between 
two persons, is an essential part of counscling. This positive rela- 
tionship of geod will, ixiendlinese, and mutual contidence is rated 
by Mussel ticks as "the most important factor in bringing about healing 
ond in guinin; « Lecling of emotional security "32 this relationship 
arises oul of the pastor's loving concern for the individual before hin, 
and it ust be bound up in his entire approach to his people.33 Accord- 
ing to Dicks, 
ihis canacity to permit and assist another personality te be 
expressive, and therefore creative, is more than the matter 
of technique. It turns usen the coumselor's deen respect for 
persons, upon his excerience with life, upon the health of his 
own cfo, uson the deep soul, the very self and its devolonnent 
and condition. It has little te de with what one imows and 
Prebably little with what one believes; but it has § Great deal 
to do with how cone acts in relation to his beliefs. 
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Eistening in diselt is a valuable teclmique In the counseling sro~ 
GOSS, Yow experiences can give as individual sore reassurance than to 
find someone who is willing to pit with hia and listen to his probless 
With sympathy and understanding. liaving found suck a Geiend who secks 
to understand iis Viewpoint ke bezins to change his feclings about the 
hostility of the world in goncral, Verbslizing helps the individual 
to claxify his owm thoughts and leck at his provleas more objectively. 
fe can observe them fron an ii personal perspective? The counselor 
mat sive his counselee bis undivided attention; his thoughts cannot 
wander 2% He shovld listen receptively and try te placy hinselZ in the 
position of the troubled individual, se that he is able to direct his 
Torarks to the weal feelings of that person. 
Mapabiy lu tiled to the intimate personal relctionship of the pastor 
end lis counselee. John Sutherland Domell speaks of the Giriculty in 
defining aspetly. He indicates thet it is established "uken a willing- 
ness to help mects a willingness to be helped." le deseribes it further 
a8 a Subtle sixth sense, an avaroness of whet is within another person 
md the ability to enter into sympathetic understanding with hin.28 
“ittenbers speaks of expathy as the ability to sense the right moment 
when a person is about te want help.” fo achieve empathy the pastor 
ome eee... 
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must take an internal view of the rersen befere him rather than the ex~ 
ternal apsearance only. He must out himself in the other's clace and see 
the situation through his eyes! 
iiltuer states that "dynaie psychology" is helpful. in undexstand- 
ing another person, He gives the following psychological principles which 
are Significant in pastoral counseling: 
1. All conduct has meanings No bit of behavior is merely 
CavrLelLouse © 0 « 
2. The memuing of conduct can be understood only if we leok 
both at conscious avereness and at the deever levels 
Which influence personality end affect its acts, but 
which are not ordinarily recognized in consciousness. « « e 
3. Fersonriity erowth proceeds through the constructive 
handling of conflict, not through the absence of 
conllicte « s« 
h. Other truths of cynanie psycholory. « . » The real per~ 
Son is always more than the sreoislized assects of the 
personality whieh have been conselously recognised and 
encourazed.e « e e Sy preceeding on the assunstion that 
the creative dynamic forces wiich can produce necded 
change are potentially present within the individual 
aiveady and do net have to be poured in, the only last- 
ing results ave achievede o« « « ihe most vital quesiicn 
abeut a person always iss In what fundaxental direction 
is he moving? Is it comrosise, concealment, Lixstion, 
projcetion; or is it, however sunll the achievement be in 
& quantitative sense, in the directien of growth trough 
constructive desling with conflict? « ee tne meaning of 
an event in a person's Lite can never be understood merely 
from a study of the event itself, but through observation 
of its relation to his nersomlity as a whole, to his 
character pattorns o e e 
Eonnell, too, points to the importance of psychology's contributions. 
He states plainly that no pasteral counselor will reach complete 
en 
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effectiveness until he is able te understand the olenifieance of euch 
Peyeblatric concepts as revuression, projection, rationalization, trans- 
ference, and Sublluation, as they apply to his people,” . Cher psychi- 
atric ters which apply especially to the behavior of adolescents arc 
Ccolpensation, cvasion, and oseapisne!!? ae 
the technique ef response is alse very important in pastoral counsel~ 
ing. Mis vonorks and questions must reflect the feelings of the counselec 
and dare never be just a parroting of his statements Acking questions 
is the "ost effective way to give people insights inte their problens, 
the counselor's questions, however, are not simply asked et random but 
are carefully theusht out and directed at the counselec'!s real feelings 9 
the question "hy?" is often inadequate, and it may be a block against 
the underotanding of real feelings. With young peonle in particelar the 
“ahy?" question incLeates that the counselor is not fully aware of the 
individusl's thoughts and Zeclings, aud 2% eracts a barrier ta effective 
counselings“© whe value in asking questions is that it gives the coun= 
Sclec the responsibility of answering and ea fp and as ke attanpts 
%© aricwer he may acvence tavard the solution of lis eiflioultaes 4? Fre- 
lininary rouerks shoulda be short, for they are isportant only to the 
ene 
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degree in which they put the individual at case and define the situa= 
tion, These opoing remarks should set the permissive cimospiere and 
inform the counselee that the counselor is Sincerely interested and 
ready to understand!® 
Confession is significant in the counseling process, for most 
proble: situstione will involve burdens that need lifting. ‘whether 
Mrsonal secrets are morally wrong or net they will tend to produce the 
effect of sin ev evilt. Tel igious peonle in particular ray be tothered 
with the sense of sin and the picture of fed as a stern judge whe knows 
all they have cone wronge The pastor should encourage his people to come 
to him with these seeret guilts. He should make his sympathetic and un= 
Critical attitude «nam by his preaciing and prayers and casual conver- 
Sation. Ly nalwre of bis office as an ambassudor of Christ ke will have 
the grestest pover of all at his disposal to apply to the needs of his 
Peopic. To the individual who comes with heevy burdens of guilt he can 
five the healing scesage of Ged'!s forgiveness in Christ. To the person 
Who imows his sin and need the pastor can apply his personal ebselution 
as God's servant, "called and ordained." ‘The troubled conscience will 
find the wonderfel assurance that Ged does care and has forgiven"? 
the reading of the Bible and prayer may be need effectively in 
applying Christian doctrine te individuals, In each of these techniques 
the pastor should help the counselee learn to work with them on his cime. 
GLten it will be very beneficial to invite the counselee to pray in his 
eter saseeeemnecsaees 
"Prpsa., pp. 103-128, 




om words, This will be extremely helpful to him in a confessional sitva- 
tion.5° Hainer gives these suggestions fer prayer in the counseling 
process: 
1. Tike sl] other prayer, it should be addressed to God and 
thoroughly consistent with that fact. It should not be, 
from the pastor's point of view, a way of getting ovt of 
tight situations, or a way of getting anthority behind 
points he has failed with in the counseling or pastorsl 
Work situation. 
2. It should recognise before God the essential spiritual need 
8S recognised and understood by the parishoner himself. . . « 
3. Yo the degree that stress and tension exist, for whatever 
YCason, Lt should euphasise the free availability from God 
end His Holy Spirit of the resources of peace, strength, 
quictness, and fellowshin.e « « « 
he The pavishoner himself should be helped to pray by clari- 
fying in prayer, as explicitly as may be needed, the 
Christian attitude teward trouble and suffering. . « « 
5. The form and content of a prayer shovld be consistent with 
the troubled pariehonsrs® tradition and experience in the 
Christian life. . « « 
The trve pastoral counselor is certain that no real or permanent 
Sclution may be found for problems apart from that solution which brings 
bersons into a life-relationship with God. And so he must give his 
Counselee the only adequate answer there is for these bewildering times, 
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Pastoral Counseling Applied to Today's Teen-ager 
The counselin: program may be aided effective'y to today's teen 
ager, Just to know here are adults on whom he can depend when he really 
needs then ly one of the most important helps for an adolescent as he 
EPous toward muturity. ‘To know that the pastor will listen to his story 
and try to underctand is a great assurance for the young person with a 
problea.”~ lheve is no substitute fox the opportunity to bring his 
problezs to the Light of day before such an adult friend.” Ye will 
appreciate the pastor's authority, for often he needs help in deing what 
he feels richt. ‘ut he wants more than advice. fe wants 2 friend te 
whes he can tell his problen,”: 5 
+46 purpose of counseling the teen-ager is fust that--to allow hin 
to define hig own prebles and express his om feeling about it, He 
Showld te allowed to surcest for himself the passible solutions and de- 
cide for hivselé what he ahevld doe One weiter suggests that today's 
tetheagers Will be able to solve many of their om problexs as they tell 
then to the cousclor ond thus are able te view thes: objuctively.°” so 
the counselor's oul will be to understand the individual teen-ager, to 
help hia to understond hinself, and te help hin help hinself. C,. Norris 
etre eee end 
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Gives tiie detailed outline ef the counselor's task with young people. 
lig is to help the young person: 
(1) Zo accept hinseli for what be is and what ke may become; 
(2) To Learn te Live with his parents; (3) Yo get along with 
henbers of his own age and sexs (1;) Yo develop happy relations 
With the opvesite Sex, as a preface to normal, happy fricnd= 
#hips now and marriage laters (5) fo learn to get along and 
Syerionce a feeling of Icinshis with all peoples (6) Zo bee 
cone increasingly avare of the world of work ond to prepare 
Lor an appropriates veeation; (7) To develop en avareness of 
contenporary seciel issues and a deep sense of personel re= 
sponsibility as a significant member of is seciety and the 
Werld community; (8) fo Lay the foundations for a philosophy 
of life, including the identity and choice of those values 
which will govern his future lifes (9) To witivate interests 
and skills which will preyide channels for recreational pur- 
Svlts through the years, 
the task is not an easy one. The paster cust begin by making hine- 
Self aware of the teen-azer and bis problems, to sec “him as he secs hin- 
Self, Ne must be able to understand the oxternal forces that sroduce 
utladjustvent and exeidenal difficulties. He must learn te think in 
teraS of adolescent life and behavior? 
The tack is digviculi because the teen-eger finds it hard to trust 
ar confide in snyonce” He is especially suspicious of adults. Hore 
than Likely the young person who comes to the pastor about iis probloss 
W211 evade the real insue. Willian Hulee renorts that half the young 
people who seek hin out begin with a problem that is not the one for 
Which they Zelt the need to comes this masking of real feclings is a 
hazard in camseling youth, The pastor may find hinself treating the 
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Caioutlage for the reall thingy the syaptoms rather then the causes, He 
mist renember that he is dealing with adolescents who have probless and 
that often appesr to be the problens ere nerely their ovtward nanifesta- 
tions. What he must treat are the causes,©" 
Clarice Yowman offers several methods for the adult worker es he 
trics to discover what the teen-ager is really like and whet he is think- 
ing. Virst, she suggests, the adult should view hin as much as possible 
through the teen-ager's own eyes. The counselor can do this partially by 
learning the youngster's dominant interests and the groups with which he 
likes to be associated. He should look at his products, the things he 
wites; bis collections and hobbies, the avards he wins, and the active 
ities in wirich he participates by choice. He must be alert for the real 
meaning that underlies what the teen-ager says ox does spontenccously. He 
Should not view him as he thinks a teen-ager ought to be but as he iss 
Secondly, the adult should view then in terms of the common character= 
istics of 211 growing persons. fe should keep abreast of what is being 
written about adolescence in the field of psychology and sociology. fe 
Should view them thirdly as unique individuals, the products of all their 
yesterdays, te should be aware of their differences in background, their 
hone environment, sex and race, hobbies, and job interests. lo two are 
alike, ‘they have motives and dreams for the future all their om. Final- 
Wy, he showld view thea in the eyes of the Christian faith, the "faith M 
fantastic" thet sees in "that redheaded junior high a potential church 4 
bishop someday ."©3 
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Rudolph ‘ttenberg gives these sucgestions to help the adult coun- 
Selor recognise probles situations in adelescences ; 
Le Adelescunce is a time of imer aud outer disturbance, 
and anything is pessible., “o have no clearcat cri-= 
teria of what iso normal and not normal at this tine. 
  
  
@e lo Single piece of behavior can be considered, by it. 
scl, but needs to be seen as part of a young vorcon's 
total Gehsvior. 
3. Youx personal obscrvetion of somebody's behavior sight 
be a reaction to yous his behavior sight be very dii- 
Scrent with another teacher, counsclor, friend, noigh~ 
box. Your own observation is bound to be Limited and 
insufficient. 
   
  
   
 
* past exmerience from your cim adolescence or your 
nee with other young pcople is no guideline or 
any kind of help with the ssecific young man or voman 
befere yeu now. Don't think that bocause something was 
3 t& ov worked Lor yeu or for 2111's son that it there- 
fore could alse work for the younsster before you nove 
   
Je Atter sus tent and continued observation of enough 
details and in mamy different situations you wight 
sxriain impressions, Lon't give the: a label or 
&@ Scientific nane, but jot thea dow and lcok a% thes 
again, If wiisuci-scering traits are contimous and 
of on oxtrane nature a specialist shovld be consulted. 
met 
~   
  
6. Yory passive and curkedly withdram behavior in all 
awcas should be watcheds it is less obvious than vory 
aggressive Ushavior, but can seen sere deep-seated 
trouble. 
Ye Repetition of infentile behavior in an exageerated Torn 
is not umusual at this times; rather, the intensity and 
the froouency need te be observed. ‘Some temper tanbruus, 
seme crying, pizgling, overeating, overtalicing, over~ 
Sensitivity, fantasy, rediscovery of the genital oryzans 
and masturbation, sexual games, hostility--a11 these can 
be expected te seus degree without my concern. Ti there 
is 2 great deal of this and if extrene behavior occurs 
very frequently we Shel think of deeper and not serely 
pacsing disturbances 
 
Ghiss etenbers » Ope cite y PRe 156-159. 
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Recogniuing Synptematie Schavier in Today's Teen-ager 
Throughout his book Wittenberg characterises in great detail the 
Symptomatic behavior ond atbbitudes that mey point to enotional distur- 
bance in the adolescent. ‘The attitude, "I'm no gocd"=--the individual 
Seeus to resent praise for his gifts and achieverents<eappears to be a 
fairly counon feeling asong adelescents. It indicates a state of con~ 
‘lict over whet they are and what they would like to be. It shows that 
@ tectieusex ies unhagpy and that ho needs warnth and understanding. He 
needs te be accepted for lis fcoling of being "no good," rather than to 
be contradicicd and reassured that ke is 211 wight. ‘the real reasons 
for this attitude are hard to find. The youngster hinself may not mow 
the source. ‘he best help he ean receive is to have his negative Zecl- 
ins accepted for what they are without advlt probing. If it is possible 
the counseler may assist him in elerifyinsg his reasons .o? 
The "I don't care’ attitude can be ether reaningless or a distress 
Signal of a serious disorder, That youngster who wants to withdraw his 
Concern fron the world around him is a siek person, If it is a sign of 
discourazencnt, he needs warath and eeceptance from his counselor. If 
it is an atidtude of defiance, the counselor should try to understand it 
and the Zeclings that underlie it without returning a hostility of his 
om. 
"I have no date” ean mean serious difficulties when the teen-ager 
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mst have 2 date in order to “belong” in his social group, These pains 
are vory real to the adolescent, for in his process of maturation he 
wants to fee] like a young san or woran, ‘The most effective anproach to 
hin in this situation is through his groups, for wnen he ic in this type 
of Mental anxiety he fecls he ean be understood only by his peers, Again 
the counselor should try to accept the typical behavior and find the indi- 
Vidual behind the attitude. He should not read his om meaning into the 
phrase and take it for granted that he does understana.? 
the feeling, "i lnow I shovld, but. « « «7 indicates a conflict be~ 
tween vet the teon-ayex Enews he should do but does not wish to do at 
the monent. This is typical acelescent behavior and should not cause 
great concern te parents o* counselor, At this age “like to do” and 
"have to do" are tuo senarate itew, and teen-agers often postpone 
things, 
“hen teen-agers sean to say, "f lmow what J can't do," it may be 2 
Plea for help, A% tives parents and adults in general five 2 teen-ager 
too such encouragenent to undertaie things he is wnable to handle. The 
sere he is urged and pushed, the greater will be his amdety. when 
alts nerely reassure ida that he can do it, they close the opportunity 
to give hin the help he requires. Often children are given the iupres- 
Sion that they must produce in order to bo accepted--that their acceptance 
is conditioned by their ability to do things and win honors. ‘The tcen= 
ager needs to be accepted for his lirttations as well as his ebilities,°? 
LI a 
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"I want to be left elone’ mur be a reflection of his need for pri- 
vacy, the univers] adeleseent desire to place <cre distance vatween 
hinself and ivis Tamily as he grows up. In many cases he wants to avoid 
his feelings about his parents. He is afraid to love tien as before, 
for now Jove includes sexual Leelings that he never knew as a child, 
Sven though wother is still "other" she is a woman, Father is a males 
the tecn-aver say have amous thoughts and enotional conflicts about 
Such feclin:s, Tis desire Lov privacy may also voprosent the cell fer 
the inner peace uixich he desires but eames find in his world, and tins 
lack muy oxke it 2 dLi'fienlt and painful age for him, The cause of this 
atiitude lics more within himself than in the behavior of his parents or 
leaders, Adults, however, may sake things stAl1 more difficult by forc- 
ing the issue when they themselves think that they are letting iim dow 
and feel guilty. A great helm in this situation is to talk straight 
about the real issues, Adults should recornize this need for srivacy 
and should net deny it. When it persists or is exaggerated, however, or 
When it starts caxlier and lasts longer, proicssional help should be 
considered, / 
When the youngeter says, "I'm in love," it should be rqexbered that 
this is a universal expression among adolescents and may have a variLoty 
of meanings, It may signify that the teen-ager no longer considers hin- 
Self a child, It may mean that an adolescent girl now fecle herself on 
as high a level of ackievesent as hor girl friend or married sister. To 
one it may mean the key to all happiness, an event wore precious than high 
grades or going to colleze., It may be an exression of independence. 
Le 
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Generally it means a reassurance for doubts about one's identity. when 
adolescents ave in love the situation is exciting and not auite rational 
for them, snd it is very iusportant that parents and adult lesders keep 
the lines of cowmméiention open to them, They need the influence of 
calm and normal outsiders, The advlts do not have to feel that in order 
to show understanding they must approve of everything the youngstors do. 
Tut on the other hand, a hostile attitude on the part of adults will 
drive younr lovers away. ‘The adolescents need adults for imer and cuter 
Protection in this situntion. To drive then avay may be 2 tragedy. ‘the 
adults can bettcr unmierstend the situation after they have given recog= 
nition to theix own feelings of jealousy over the "loss'* of their cnild.’ 




che Scope of Pastoral Counseling vith Youth 
There are situctions in which the pastor should recognise his lini- 
tations. le should not attempt to diagnose mental or physical ilis, for 
he would be eullty of meddling in 2 profession for which he has not been 
troined. fven the experience of clinical training would make hin no more 
than a third or fourth rate physician. /? Hulme mentions several situae 
tions in ubich the pastor shovld discontinue ecunseling and seek profes= 
Sional assistunce, In the cess of an individual who seens to show no 
insight or improve it after several counseling sessions the pastor 
Should look for help. ir there is no response after what the pastor 
and counselee consider 2 sufficient trial, it may indicate that the prob- 
lems are too decp for the pastor te umcover. Some porsons may have 
ND 
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deteriorated ucntally to such a degree thet the paster will be unable to 
help then. A prolonged poried of despondency should indicate to the pas- 
ter that professionel services are required.!3 
Situations may arise when the pastor will be called upon to contin- 
Ne extended counseling with an individual. If the counselee strongly 
reSists the idea of another counselor or if there is none avellable, the 
pastor mey fecl justified to go on-=but only when he is certain that the 
Counseling has done no harm and that he is exversenced enough to notice 
When the situation is beyond his control or training, | 
the paster will refer most serious cases to a competent psycholo- 
Gist or ysychiatrist. He should Ina one or more such men uno have a 
degree ond are fully neevedited.?> im addition, tne therapist should be 
ina the wlll respect the counsolec's Christian faith and treat religion 
Pesitively.!° cwrch or secial welfare agencies may also be equipped to 
assist the pastor. It is very inportaent that the paste: continue to 
Work with the counsolee for his spiritual health when he goes under 
psychiotric care. /7 
The pastor should be aequainted with his community resources, Most 
Workers will welcone him as a fellow public servant, and usually they 
Will be havcy to assist hin with problems he is unable te solve alone. 
fe Should know such people as the local high school principal, hospitel 
ne 
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“perintendent, uunicipal judge, and the police officials in charge of 
the juvenile court, as well as the social welfare and medical agencies .”5 
One of the problen situntions the pastor will face most often is 
contlict in the hove. In dealing with the teen-ager and his parents he 
mst create the right impression by shewing that he is canable of ob= 
jective and syeonthetie understanding toword both sides, Ne shoavld not 
identity hi self with either, Ne shovld beware lest he fa21 into the 
taditional parental approach and reveazt the time-worn words ef advice, 
this appronch willl only drive youysters away. lie nay be thrust into 
Mis situation by parents uhe ask him to speak to an ummanogeable young- 
ster, If, however, he shows thom he understands the two-sidedness of 
the Situation, the young people will find him refreakingly different. 
they wil fee] he understands then when he holds back bis om judgaent 
amd listens to their side of the story. Parents, too, will bencrit iron 
ads approach, Zor they will cone to rogard him more as their counselor 
then their aliy,!? 
The teen-acor needs te faeo his own Peclings about his parents be~ 
fore he will be able te cose with his problen, As he talks it over with 
his pastor he will grow to understand not only his own role but also his 
Parents' role in the eclushes, and learn to forgive himself and his 
Parents. ‘whe perewts also should understand the situation as it con- 
cerns their yourgscter--that bie behavler may be only a syuptom of his 
need for their love and accoptances Because they aro euotionally 
ee mnseneneenes 
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involved they find 4% diffieult to be patient with their child, and the 
pastor can give thes meh help. In his wmique position he can kelp both 
Parents and younssters by supplying the patient understanding that thoy 
need to turn tlele hearts toward one mother. 
The pastor shenld devote his efforts toward heiping parents under- 
Stand their om vole and responsibilities toward their children. They 
ae te be counsulors to thelr clildven, ‘hey need to learn how to spond 
tine with childvon, how to understand their needs, and how to act as 
Wise and understanding fri ends OL They should know how to give their 
youngsters 213. the love end affection they need rather than what they 
Geserve. They showld reailise thet the best teaching they can give their 
children is their om comanles2 They should Icarn to ccoperate with 
thelr children as they expact then to cooperate, and show an interest in 
their activities and probless. fbove all they should cstablish a bond 
of love and trust, based on thelr eo*mon faith dn Jesus Christ, so that 
ts children feel free to cove te the: et any tive with their joys and 
trovbles £3 
Teeneagers of high school age will frequently cone to the pastor 
for vocetions}. guidance, or at least they will cone to heay his approval 
of their plans, Since future plans are of such strong interest to teen 
agers the pastor way use thea as an effective opening for conversation. 
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Tt vill often carry into a digeussion of life wrk, Schooling, and per= 
haps boyapde? probleus, because these things ave Involved in life-plan= 
ning. tha pastor shovld be awre of the factors and notives that 
underlie vocational. choices, And he should learn sonctiing about the 
decisions tic teen-ager will have to make. He can obtain information 
“toa advisors in the loexl high school. or vocational guidance agencies. 
lle may also lean about various occupations sid professions fron union 
officials or the men he knows in these vocations. Hie go2l, of course, 
is not to choose for the youngster, but to help him make the best and 
808t God-pleasing decision. In the case of strong doubts about a veca= 
tion, he will achieve the best results by working with the locel veca- 
tlonel puidance agency 6° 
in the vocation2l swidance situation with individuals the pastor 
Will have the Lest oppertunity for the reeruitnent of young men and 
Wonen for mindeterial ond teaching professions in the church. Again, 
he must not decide for they nor place undue pressure vpon thes toa choose 
8 vocation in the church. if they are qualified and interested, however, 
1t would not be wrong for him to encourage thes toward this geal. Ho 
Should be on the alert for individuals who are; 
(1) Spiritually dowxinated and dedicated; (2) Physically 
cnergetic and vitel; (3) Metall healtins (1) Ezotionali, 
matures (5) Acadeleally conpetent with above average scho- 
lastic ability and achievesemts (6) Sifcctive in work habits 
and study; (7} Socially competent; (8) EconowLeally dependables 
(9) Wholesone in character: inereasingly integrated and self= 
disciplined; (10) Concerned about persons; (11) Able to leads 
SS ND 
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(12) Administravively apt.6 
Tt is essential that the raster be prepared for pre-zarital counsel- 
ing even for his tcen-age wesbers, There is an increasing trend toward 
carly warringe and teen-agers may cone to hin for pre-warriage counseling. 
farents vo feel Lesitant about teaching their children the facts of life 
may Seek the pastor's help. In these situations the pastor shevld not 
have it known that he is a “saxcounselor." It is ich to be preferred 
that indlvicunds be sent to a competent physician for information about 
the soma aspects of narringes the pastor should direct his instruction 
toward 2 uholesone attitude about love and sex. Ye should be concemed 
With the spiritual aspects of marriage, the personal relationships thet 
"re aiiected by the Cospel, and the foundation for a Christian hnone,9? 
the church may provide education in sex and mirmiage for its teen-agers, 
Calling in a devter te speak to groups of boys and a mse to «irte,08 
As the pastor approaches pre-warital caunseling, self=<cleansing is 
& necessary first step. He mst bring ids om seerct lusts end quilts to 
Ged fox forgiveness. ‘the pastor should take the role oF 2 loving parent, 
yet Gven more poxsissive and less esotionally involved thom a norzal 
father, It is not his cuiy to judge or demuc perfection according to 
Tigid standards, In this spirit he should seck to anticipate the cuc~ 
tonal adjustuents needed in uarciages He may find check lists helpful 
  
SSnvhe church's Quest for Talented Persons: Student Recruitment for 
the Gmurch Irosessions," materials of the Institute on Synodical Affairs, 
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or Simply ollow the young people te speak freely about their chief con-: 
cerns. ile should respond to their feclings with understanding. He must 
not force bis ow ideas upon them, Sernons on facdly life ave not appz'o- 
Priate in those situations. Theve shovld be a dynamic forward movesent 
togethcr in the productive counseling relationship. It may be beneficial 
t Schedule several 5 ssolone with the couple with one efter the honey— 
moon, ‘The relationship should continue through the pastor's subsequent 
Visiting provran.09 
the problen of mixed marriages may be averted to some extent by dis- 
cussions with individuels or groups before they find thezselves romanti- 
cally involved with youngsters of another denovination.7? 
In all the pastor's counseling relaticnships with teen-agers there 
Should be an eduention toward the Ghristian philosophy of life. Though 
it uay never be explicitly expressed as such this training will be bound 
up in the entire velationsiip and in the pastor's owm philosophy of litc 
aswell. Zt is the life that is based on Christ crucified that is the 
only ground for true morality and growth.” The training should involve 
a Strengthening and correcting of attitudes toward God==understanding 
Who He 1s and what the Christian faith really means. It should help the 
individual's feelings toward hinsel? so that he recognizes his sin and 
Weakness and relates himself to the forgiveness God offers hin in Jesus 
Christ. It should lead him te the right attitude toward cther people 
ences 
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end a true evaluntdon of the material things of lite.” The teen-ager 
has to leavn that Live is more than jobs and enjoysont.7> He needs the 
bernanent saticiaction that can cone only by acknowledging God's plan 
for his life and entrusting hinself to God's care, 
“hen the teen-ager comes to the pastor with problens of a spiri- 
tual nature or doubts about the Christian instruction he has received, 
the rastor mist be tolerant and understanding. More is required in this 
Situation than a quick dismisss] of his doubts with an intellectual 
answer, lic showld help the teen-ager find his own answers. He should 
direct hiss to the source and help hin arrive at his om sonelueions.75 
M1 too o'ten the individual may not imow how to use his Dible, and the 
pastor should not asswie that he does.%5 Bomell suggests the Zollowing 
Procedure fox soli-instruction in his pauphict, How to Read the Bible: 
Firat, corience with a book of the Dible end continue to read 
in gual] insteliments until you have completed it. For the 
purpose we have in mind, the Paalus and the New Testeacnt will 
ce found most helpful. The beginner could do no better than 
commence with the Gospel of St. Iuke, reading it through to the 
end. eee 
Second, keep on reading until you come to a verse that you can 
Zeel is God's "marching orders" for the day. Don't be afraid 
to mark your Pible, Underline that verse and let it search 
every area of your life, Carry it with you through the day. 
Recall it frequently to your mind. » « « 
Lee seeretees 
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Third, mark the place where you have finished reading and cou< 
“ence with the next verse the following day. It may be advis- 
able for you to tarry on the one verse for several days or even 
& Wook wotil the full inplieation cf its teaching has been 
brought to bear upon your Lifoe « ss é : 
Fourth, always preface your reading by a brief prayer that God's 
Holy Spixit will bring the truth of His Word to bear upon your 
heart. As you open the Bible to read from the place where you 
had left off the previous day, ask yoursel? this question: 
“ihat is God's message for me today?” . « « 
Fifth, when you have allowed God's message of the morning to 
Search your heart, a prayer of thanksgiving for an accession of 
Spiritual strength or a prayer of confession and penitence for 
your mistakes and failures will well up within you. Receive and 
aacept God's promise: "I, even I, am he that blotteth out thy 
transgressions for mine om sake, and will not renenber thy 
Sins," Make every day a day of new beginnings and of fresh 
Consecration te the service of God, Naving sought and found 
Ged's forgiveness for the wrongs of the past, turn your bacic 
resolutely on these failures and face the new life which, by 
the grace of God, is opening before yous 
citth, it will. often be found helpful te vary your daily read- 
ing by using a modern translation of the Hew Testaments . « « 
Seventh, be sure to keep inviolate this period for the daily 
reading of the Bible. It is especially important that no single 
exception be allowed to o¢gcur until the practise has tecon 
firaly established. « « 0’ 
The pastor should take the opportunity to counsel with high school 
Graduates who ere preparing to attend a distant college or university. : 
They should be made aware of the advantages and responsibilities thoy will 
have as college students, The pastor should encourage them to study 
toward future positions of service or leadership in the church as laymen. 
It is of great importance that they be told of the temctations they will 
encounter to let their Christian life slip in the rush of campus activi- 
ties, If they have no information concerning a Yutheran church or chapel 
teens 
Wrwid., pps 191-196. 
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at the canpus, they should be informed and urged to contime their wor- 
ship and church lio there. The pastor should contact the student pastor 
or chaplain in advance and send information about the students to the 
offices of the Sinodienl Comission on College and University work 75 
Young men abeut to enter military service need counseling as well. 
the paster shculd advise the» about the chaplain and how they can take 
advantavze of his Services. They should te aware of the Social edjust- 
nents they will have to make with new coapanions of every background and 
the special problens they will encounter in military life. ‘The pastor 
is responsible for the inforsatien that the Arned Services Corerission 
Shoulé have nbowt nen in the service, and he should contact the: imied= 
lately. It in essential that the home congregation keep in touch with 
the men while they are auaye?? 
The pastor may use the counseling situation to enlist teen-egers in 
the progran of the congrcpation. Certain incividuals mar need encour=- 
agenent to participate in the. Walther Teague and Bible Class, they 
Should be appealed to as mature and responsible members to sorve the Lord 
with the tolents Ue has given then 10° There should be opnortunities Tor 
then to serve in the congregation's real work--such areas aS personal 
ae 
FB Comission on Goliege and University Work," materials oF the 
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evangelicn, the choirs, ushering, and the 1ike.42 ‘Individuals should 
be encouraged to undergo training for leadership in congregational 
teacherstvainin: classes, Walther Teague workshops, Tutheran Service 
2 Volunteer Scheols, and sumer cacnd. , ate 
—— we 
she Counseling Progran in its Practical Aspects 
“len the paster begins 2 counseling progras he will not find his 
Congregation in a rush toward his office. le will find that one of his 
Prebless is cducating then to cote. People are out of the habit of 
Couing to their pastor with problaas. He is no longer the most educated 
an in the comunity. Furthermore, people are ashaned of their prob- 
Lens 102 Nany hesitate to cone Zor fear that he will not understand 
and will. take offense. They vant to avoid a judgmental and authoritarian 
approach to their previems.293 the pastor, therefore, must work in his 
total ministry te reusove these barriers, In the pulpit where his people 
See hin most often he ~ust avoid the te-ptatien to sound like a man of 
Unchallenged authority and finality. fe should'not preach as if he had 
ho ability to understend two sides of a problem, His sernons must show 
an attitude of awareness and understanding rather than a belie? that 
Christians have no probicus.204 iach sexmon in itself should invite his 
Lene 
_ Whitton He Hillucr, et ol,, Enlisting and Eraining Kingdon 
Workers, published under the auspices e Comittee on and 
Training the Tatty, Ietheren Church-<Missouri Synod (St. Lowis: nede), 
Pps 61-86, 
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listeners to cone to grins with their garb ene 520? 
Often a counseling situation will arise in the pastoral call. Sone 
Gstinatie thab clxiuy to eighty percent of all actors? counseling is 
carried ont in the calling vinistay 1% The call may be an incentive 
toward Lurther counseling if people find the pastor interested and re- 
Contive., The pastor whe is 111 at ease and makes people uncomfortable 
in conversation, hevever, may discourage his paople and they will not 
Cone to Lim. In the congregaticn!s organisational life and in evory con- 
tact of the pastor with his people the paster's ow attitude will encour 
age the counselins program, if he is patient in aggravating situations 
and works to build up interpersonal relationships aot : 
There are eeeasions when the pastor may make srecific references 
to his ccunse? ings and point out its purpose and value. Tulse suggests 
that such an invitation should: express his sincere desire to te of ser- 
Viees show his understanding of the feelings people have wlien they are 
toubleds explain the bonefits in terus people can understand frou their 
Om experiences testiity te the resources of religion that cnable hin to 
be more than a Listener; assure thea of acceptance and of the coniidene 
tial nature of counseling; tell thea how to make the practical arrange 
uents for an interview. He gives this example: 
48 your pastor I would like to be of service to you in any 
way that I can. If you feel you are having any difficultics 
that are causing you concern-=if you feel the need to talk 
to sonmebody--you are more than welcowe to come and see mee 
ee 
105 onel1, Ope Chie, Pe 13. 
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sest of us have probless at sone time or another that seen a 
little more than we can handle by ourselves. It often helps 
if we can just tal to someone. if we keep our problens to 
ourselves there is danger that we may keep then, This is be- 
Cause cur Ceelings get mixed up in our problems and our think= 
ing becones confused so that we caunot see the forest for the 
trees. when we talk our problems over with one whom we can 
trust, we bring thea out frea inside us. we got 1% off our 
chest and expericnee a feeling of relief. Then, because our 
broblen has been set on the table, as it were, we can seo it 
75 objectively and can more intelligently work out our 
Solution. 
there is 2 tresendous power in our Christian faith to help 
us in our difficulties. We nay, however, necd guidance to 
know how to lsy hold on this power and find our answers. 
You will be accepted es you are, and all that is told to me 
Will be held in the strictest confidence. If you wonder if 
i will think your problem is inportant, revenber this: if 
it is important te you, i% is important, and it will be in- 
portant tomo. Gali me or See we at any time for an aproint- 
ment. “y office hours are Tuesday and Thursday fron two to 
five P.y. and vednesday fron seven to ten Pi. in the church 
office ty ‘ 
‘tier o Seruon on personal problexs the pastor may announce his   invitation like tiis: 
if any of you have some problem on your heart which you would 
Like to talk over with your pastor privately, sizply see me 
alter the service or at any time and we will make an anvoint- 
ment. I would be very happy to serve you in this capacity, 
beemse I believe that it is in talling our problens over with 
one whom we can trust that we Lind our answers. 
Information concerning the counseling progran may be given in 
Sunday bulletins or parish newspapers. At the informal gatherings of 
organizations and young people's societies the invitation may be given 
in a mere inforxetive manner. /2° when the raster leads topic discussions 
LS 
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dn the youth groups, he may provide an impetus toward counseling. Topics 
related to sex conflicts and marriage will lead to the teen-egers’ en- 
lishtenuent and stimilate thes to bring their own personal situations to 
hin. Those topie diseussions can bo an important prelude to pre-marital 
planning with the pastor and counseling throughout later life. Topics 
cencerning problems with parents may be more difficult for the pastor to 
discuss with a youth group, because he is paster of the parents also. 
But he ean show he understands parental. conflicts and the teen-age point 
of view as he opeate about other preblems, and thereby encourage then to 
bring parents] difficulties to hin. Onee the ccunseling pregran gets 
under way it shevld neve ropidly, because the best advertisements are 
Saticlied coumselees who send others to the paster 212 
Scensicnally in pastoral calling or casual contacts with individuals 
the alert paster will notice distress signals of problem situztions. 
Nembers may veport problems of their friends, The pastor will have to 
tread cautiously, Hiliner states four princisles vor the “precounscling 
Situation," 
1. Help is offered in such a way that it may be as easily 
refused as aecopted. We cannot be sure that a person 
veally needs or is ready for counseling. Anything that 
is done to make the counseling serve in his syes as a 
club over his head, or to augment his feelings of guilt, 
makes that mich less likely his ever turning to this kind 
of heln. . 2 . If there are any strings attached to the 
offer of help, Lf it cannot be refused as easily and with 
as little sense of guilt as it can be accented, then the 
pastoral counseling situation has been made less likely. 
2. ‘the incorrect expectations which the rarisioner is reason- 
ably sure to have of the nature of counseling help are, 2s 
Se enenensones 
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ocession warrants, exlicitly denied. . .. This is 
definition of the counseling relationship in advance of 
the development of the parishioner's attitudes to the point 
where that relationship can be established. It therefore 
defines in advance as a means toward creating thet rolation=- 
ae eae the parishioner needs it. The "if" is important, 
OG. 
3e nee the rastor's role in the situation has been defined to 
the parishicner as well as possible, the pastor is content 
to Waite eee 
kh. the pastor is alert to evidences of the desire for help, 
but he docs not exploit thane eo « e 
One very fine suggestion for initiating the counseling nrogran with 
the young people is the scheduled interview. Dicks refers to the work 
of Reverend Granger Westberg, who sent out invitations by card to all 
his Sunday School children and high school youngsters regularly every six 
months. He began with the seven year old children and worked up to the 
Students of his denomination in a lecal college. Ho began the progran 
with announcements from the pulpit and in the church bulletin that cards 
Woulc be sent to the youngsters to invite then to his study. The purpose 
Was explained as an opportunity for the pastor to beconie better acquainted 
with them individually. Further ennouncauents were made through the 
Sunday School and youth societies. This invitation was sent out: 
Dear Georges 
Your pastor would like you to stop in at the church study for a 
friendly visit on Wednesday, unit 6, 6, at $530 Eels P.M. If you happen 
to be with a friend oe Ee at the tine eel fred to | bring him or her 
with you. If you cannot cone sh the time indicated, kindly tele~ 
phone mmber 27 for a later appointment. 
Sincerely, 
Granger E, Westberg, Faster 24 
  
U3m1tner, ope cite, pp. 133-134, Hiltner italicizes these principles 
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The card was mincographed with the italicized items written in. 
This form has the advantage that 4t is impersonal and that everyone 
receives the same card, It alse is a time=saver , 119 
Hulme suggests a similar prosram of scheduled interviews with each 
youn; person ones a year. He, too, advises the pastor to use the in~ 
personal card invitation rather than personal contact, tor the individual 
teen~ager will be more Likely to cone when he knows others arc visiting 
the pastor too. He offers a simpler invitation: 
Dear Johns 
this is on invitation to cone to my office at the church at 
3:30 1,3, on Wednesday, so that we may have a visit together. 
if this is not convenient for you, would you contact me prior 
to the tine to arrange for another appointment. 
Sincer yours 
Your Pane (signature) 216 
Nulne saggests another plan to help the pastor 2s counselor of his 
young people. lie may invite small groups of the teen-agers to the par- 
Sonage Lor informal diseussion and refresiments, hile this lacks the 
personal vclationshin of an interview, it is less artificial and gives 
the youngsters 2 good opportunity to talk with their pastor in a conver= 
Sationol way. it may encourage thea to combinue the conversation in 
private. The informal situation helps to strengthen the rapport so that 
the individual is less hesitant to make an appointment. The invitation 
for these informal group sessions is better given in person, for if the 
young persen knows others are involved he will feel less obligated to 
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conc. A selection of possible times will heln him avoid conflicting 
engagerents, and it will place upen him a further obligation to come 
Since he has had his say in choosing the tinest! 
the secial hour that follows the young people's mecting will pro- 
Vide the paster with opportunities to meet personally with his tecn- 
S6CS. When the group is broken into smaller groups of conversation he 
can circoleic aneng then and speak privately with several individuals. 
Since the whole group is absorbed in conversation there will be a cer= 
tain measure of privacy. lie will attempt to acquaint hiusel? more in- 
timately with individuals, te learn their interests and concerns. If 
there has been a stimulating discussion previously, its subject will 
easily come up in the ecnversation. ‘Individuals may even draw hin 
aside 210 
the interview with individeal teen-ogers requires skilifel handling 
on the paster's part. The scheduled interview is, of course, prearranged 
and often wust begin on an artificial note. Gince the pastor hes initi- 
ated the interview he feels anxious for its success, and he may Zind that 
he is talking ico muck to overcone the preliminary stiffness. ‘The pastor 
Should prepare himself for each interview by giving thought to the individ- 
val, what he is Like and unat bis interests are. Any previous records he 
may have will be very helpful. He will usually have to open the intervicw 
himself, but he should continue his remarks only until it begins to move 
along under its om morentun. ‘when he finds he is able to pattern his 
—— Eee 
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conversation according to the principles of counseling he is succeeding 
in his purpose. if the teen-ager has a proble: the interview nay be- 
Comé & veal counseling situation, Even when 1% eppears that no proplezs 
are present the interview has made substantial progress toward the time 
when there will be problens. 7 
There may be problens Zor the pastor, fe will te psychologically 
Prepared for a social interview and not a counseling session. For that 
reason he nay resist clues and indications of adolescont disturbances in 
order to naintain the secial fecling. A contrasting nroblem will arise 
if the paster vrobes for syymteus. The teen-ager in this case may ve=- 
Cone Suspicious and place hinself on the defensive. The pastor can best 
Proceed by allowing the interview to be its om guide. fe muct not try 
Subconsclously to control 414,220 
there are several itene in the matter of the mechanics of the pro- 
GPas which will be helpful for the pastore le suovld consider the ini- 
tie] interview exploratory in all cases and schedule follow-up sessions. 
If the problex has any depth, 1t cannot be solved in one sitting.1@2 
Only in rare exceptions should the interview exceed one hour. This 
limitation protects the comselor in the event that he rust seck the 
help of a physician or psychiatrist for a cugsling situation.!“2 rt is 
best not to look directly at the counselee if he is ReETONey especially 
een 
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in the case ef an ewbarrassing eonfession.223 Comseling should be 
carried on in a room that will insure privacy. A room with four walls 
is a necessity, Lor the slightest dowbt of privacy will keen peonle 
eweaye Vornishines of the room should be narked by complete simplicity, 
80 that the counselee will not be distracted, 4 desk and tuo ordinsry 
chairs are alll the furniture necessary. One or two inspirational pic= 
wres may be kuz, such a8 Hoffman's "Christ in Gethnenane, "224 The 
church is to be proferred to the parsonage for a place of comscling. 
If it is possible the rooa should be arranged so that the counselee is 
hot exposed when the door is opened, Sometines it helps very much to 
ask the conzrezetion to provide a special room, not only for the sake of 
the room but for the congregation as well, If they have invested money 
inte the counseling procras they will be sore aware of its importance. 
the pastor's wife may be consulted in fornishing the roon, for more than 
likely her taste and ludguent will be better than his. The posting of 
regular counseling hours will keep the congregation rexinded of the pro- 
Gran, It will heln then realize that their pastor expeets the: to cone 
and that they are not the only meabers with problons 2? 
it is very imortant to keep notes and records of intervicus. Heny 
pastors fail tc keep records of their pastoral work because of the con- 
fidential nature of the information they receive, and because thay do not 
realize the importonce of records, Dicks speaks of three types of notes 
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that may be i: portant in various phases of the pastor's work, ‘The ver= 
batin record of 211 thot was gaid in an interview is not only a good 
discipline but aise provides the pastor with a valuable source ef in= 
formation for loter study about the emotions and foolings of the coun= 
Selec, Swuery records are simply Lists of facts that were discussed in 
the interview with Little direct quotation. Later study of these notes 
Will not reveal. the cuotions and conflicts of the counselee beyond those 
factors the paster noted at the time, The third tyne is simly a list 
of the persons interviewed and visited «ith no inforsation of the nature 
of the disoussion, ‘hese notes are Zuportant only in that they shaw the 
pastor how much counseling he does and reninds him to call uzon certain 
People he would Like to overlook. An important use of these records is 
in the pastor's evaluation of his counseling 226 Notes should be written 
Seon after the completion of the interview. 
in order to keep matters confidential the rastor should use a coded 
Syetex of nunbers for iis files. Tho saterial for each individeal is 
filed under « nusber--the pastor helding the only index, ‘The Piles 
Should not 212 into the hands of anyone, including his pastoral succes= 
Sor. they should be destroyed when he leaves, Particularly grave mis- 
doings should not be recorded at alle!“? norris suggests a code for 
Odservations of tcen-age behavior in the youth organizations: "x" the 
individual primarily responsible in moving the group's decisions "o" he 
wisucesssfully txicd to move the groups "x" negative, he would not go 
ee 
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along with the grovp but was angry and sulked; "s" a special item con- 
cerning the individual important enovgh to records “a the individual 
absent, 17° The pastor micht adapt a similar system for his om use. 
Additions? information may be included in the file, such as birthday, 
Mestions the individual has raised, responsibilities he has taken or 
refused, lis general attitude, attitude of others toward him, informa~ 
tion on his hone and background, and names of his close associates 129 
Plifalls for the Paster in Counseling with the Teen-ager 
Because of the pastor's training and experience 2s a public speaker 
he may have difficulties in becoming the patient listener a counselor 
mst be, The new concept of the pastor as leader of a denocratic 
Organization has lergely supplanted the older view of the pastor as 
"patriarchal lord of his people." fulme points out the dangers of the 
new "jolly despot" approach: the pastor may become infatuated with his 
Position of leaders he tends to be the promoter of fellowship and happi- 
ness in the Christian groups his motives would seem to stem from his need 
to hold the conter of attentions he my associate leadership with loudness 
and dowinste the group. ‘This approach does not succeed in the counseling 
Situation where he must shift to a position of relative wrimportance and 
give up the lead to the counselec.-~ 
There is a pitfall in youth work for the pastor who atteapts to 
ee 
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craw so near the level of his tcon-ngers that he identifies himself with 
then, This approach wil] not only cause hin te lose their respect but 
Will Giseourese thes when they need to core to him for help. it is true 
that they want hin to understand their level, but they de not wont hin 
to be on their level. ‘the opposite approach is equally dangerous. A 
negative ond erliileal attitude toward teenage behavior will drive the 
youngsters avay.t32 
Generalizations con be a pitfall te the pastor, ‘dlitenberg cites 
the cxamle of young men who "Like sports." CGne, he says, may be exe 
trenely concerned shout athletle success because he doubts bis masculin- 
ity. Another may be active in sports because he is insecure and lonely, 
end he is able to lose himseli’ and his problems in the physical activity. 
Stereotypes are equally nisleading. Wittenberg lists seven false assump- 
tions thet ore easy pitfalls for the counselor: 
(1) That certain disturbing single events in childhocd have a 
lasting effect on life developwents (2) That superior acadenic 
achievenent has sonething to do with healthy Steen ch 
(3) That nonparticipaticn means the save as isolation; (4) That 
rebellion means independence or inner disturbances (5) That 
"understanding" is the sane as excusing behavior; (6) That being 
firm is the same as being nasty; (7) That boing kind is the sane 
a8 being weal. . « etJ2 
Wittenberg speaks of two mistaken attLtudes counselors may take with 
Jomgsters. The "you aro deozed"™ coumselor secs evil in everything and 
is certain to cpernte with false assumptions similar to these above. ‘The 
"you are perfectly okay" attitude works on the principle that boys will 
be boys and will outgrow their problems, Since he is sure that everyone 
a 
132 Thid., PPRe 51-52. 
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has difficulties, he is not too concerned. 22! 
4 Serious provle in working with the teen-ager arises vhen the 
Counselor atbewnts to msh him into a sevd-adulthood wnich looks good 
but is not solidly tomded, If his independence is not real, he may 
Continue fox many years in an adolescent way of life, the ecunselor 
must help the adolescent move away fron hin and stand on his om to 
achieve rexl independence. In sone instances this may be painful, It 
tequires the ost mature type of love on the part of a counsolor or 
parent. 235 
Unintentional moralising is a real hazard in preliminary counseling. 
While it may be natural for the pastor to moralize because of his ethical 
backereund, it clearly defeats the greater purpose in counseling 35 
‘the preter may have problems in his om home, and these fanily prob- 
lens lead to a Joss of respect for himself. ‘when he feels he must have 
& ideal family, appearances become the chief concern and wotives lose 
importance, lis ebdidren especially suffer in this atuosshere of subtle 
phariseeim:, The pastor nay be overeritical of his om fawily as the re- 
eult of his high ideals. ue must recognize the fact that his faxily is 
no citferent than other favilies, He should learn to enjoy his clrildren 
aS they are without everprotection. One of the greatest helps he can 
Give his faxily is to share nore of his tine with then137 
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Growth in Counseling 
Commenting on counseling in gonsral Bonnell advises that the coun=- 
Selor mist be willing to go through stern disciplines of mind and heart 
ad avail hiuself ei every opportunity for training 1% Hulne urges the 
counselor to establish systematie study habite, concentrating on the 
reading of significant works in the field. If it is possible hoe should 
take advantaye of opportunities for clinical training./>7 
the pastex should alse gro in his ability through the evaluation 
of his own counseling relationships. ifulme advises typewritten file 
cards that summarize the more significant data and the responses that 
1h0 Were revealing in the crocess and prosress of the counseling. : 
in evaluating his counseling the pastor should exercise mature self- 
Wnderstanding in criticlaing his ow role, He should recomize his 
‘insatiable hungox for self-esteea that distort his relation- 
Ships with other peoples » « « [ce too is a historical person 
who has lived through the oxeruciating exseriences of growing 
up in a hungry world of possessive deminds and hostile rejec- 
tions. lic also has been deprived of love, cocreed by stern 
perents and authorities, pushed aside by lusty sibling rivals 
and cawetitors, felt the “righteous indignation" of flaming 
Cisapproval sud the resistence of sullen disdain, His om un- 
met necds continue to load his attLtudes with subtle dexands 
and unconscious tendencies to exploit other persons for his 
Satisfaction, even when he way be quite umaware of doing soe"! 
eee ne eaenneneenes 
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Tiltner lists ten questions of which these are helpful for the 
  
Pastor', Self-evaluntions: 
1. vo uhat extent au I interested in seeing that people get 
help as ay gainst my interest in their being helped by me or 
my proLessioan? 
    2. To wh extent av I interested that people rot help when 
they need it as a woinst my convincing thes they do or nay ee abt 
need my kelp or that of ny profession? 
3. In interpreting ay counseling to what extent do I define it 
8S brondly as sy convictions tell ue it is relevant and at 
the saxe time acknowledge fairly what the public in part 
Talsely believes it to be? 
ei i shee ‘e #0 what ctont de I know and acknowledge the differences 
ad Similarities between counseling and precounseling work aud clarify thea fairly to tho public? ee « 
6. To what cictent have I disclaimed what counseling cannot do 2s clearky ac T have affirmed what counseling can do? « « « 
Se ‘To what extent have I given a fair interpretation of the 
werk of other counselors, deseribing differences as well 
as sivndlarities? 
9. To whet extent have I followed an eductiveli2 apsroach in 143 
"yy pYecounseling work as well. as in my counseling itself? . « e 
  
eee ne 
: Rductive means drawing sore and more of the Solution cut of the 
creative potentialities of the person whe needs help. 
  






PONG TH NEEDS OF TODAY'S TEBNAGIR Il THE CHURCH GRC MEETING ‘TH Bet 
The Individual Teenager in the Grow 
People fora groups for the Satisfaction of basic needs and continue 
in these grous only so long as their needs are satisfied. It was 
noted in chapter two that the individual teen-ager has strong social 
needs as he moves mioy from his close fanily ties and out into the world, 
Fe wants to belong and lie wants acceptance. The associations with what- 
Wer groups he ney join will have very auch to do with his behavior, 
attitudes, values, and his cenception of hivself. 2 he church is able 
te do hin a real Service by rroviding a group or groups to answer his 
Social needs and strengthen his development. 
the clarch group should be geared te the individual teen-ager in 
order to accemplich its purpose, for 1t is the individual who must bene- 
fit by the progran. ‘The training he receives in the group can have the 
Saie wholesome effect upon bin as the therapy of personal counseling, 
for 4% exploys the sane philosophy, insights, and techniques that are 
vsed in work with individuals, He sey receive increased self-under- 
Standing and find direction for his Jifo as he learns the meaning of 
Christian faith in the group situation. Threats to himself and conflicts 
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ee reduced in the warn Lecling of his group. He has opportunity to give 
Swression to Lis real feelings and release wealthy negative esotions. 
iuray Ross states tht the realization of satisiying veleticnsiips in 
the group may be one of tho major goals of all personal therapys? 
Concern for the individual sust therefore be the primary objective 
of the church youth group. Allen Elsworth builds his entire list of 
objectives fox group work around individual needs: 
le To i help young people meet the need for fellowship and to 
Sind the sense of being "accepted™ in sone group. 
2. Yo help young peeple understand the world in wiich they 
live, the vork opportunities, evltural rescurces, energ= 
ing forces, social problems, * nachdnery of social control. 
2e oO he a then understand thenselves and plan sensibly for 
their owm lives. 
4. Lo heip then continme their education and M+% it to their 
growing needs. 
Se 0 help tien to play and to learn te play es adults. 
6. ‘Yo help the: develop a Christian outlook on life. 
Te To offer opportunities to do sonothing concrete to help 
nuke a better worlds. 
The Groun-centered Approach 
AS in pastoral comseling the approach to group work skould place 
the greater emphasis on the group and its individuole rather than on the 
losder, whe weakness of the traditional Leader-centered appronch lies in 
the group's cependenee upon the leader and the lack of growth in the group 
eee 
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or dts individuel mexbers as a result.” Johnsen offers a fine dofinie 
tion of the leadership that is involved in this approach: 
Genuine leadership is 2 channel for the grovp to discover and express its om needs and interests. This we recognigo es the 
deneeratic war of living and working together. Denceracy is the 
fruit of Christian reots, suck as the infinite worth of every 
bersen nnd the golden rule. » « « Yet in spite of our theories 
ead professions wo hesitate to practise Christian desocracy in 
ali of the relationships of life. It takes more tine to start 
at the beginning and more patience to listen to the faltering 
ideas of others in the groping process of group discussion and Group decision, it takes uore confidence to trust others to 
decide os woll for thenselves as we would want to decide for 
then fren ow point of view. Grovp fellowship is a growth of 
miwal appveciation and interdependence which is available only 
to those who are ready to invest thenselves in the risks end 
frustrations of group responsibility by talting one at a tino 
md ell tovether the steps thgt draw persons together in search 
of values to share in couione 
   
     
in this apprene: the group's purpese and function becomes very in- 
Portimt. Nothin: ean sueceed better in developing a sense of group= 
wingedness son individuals of divergent character than real unity of 
Purpose ond joint activity.! 
fo place teo great an ewphasie on title and office-holding may be 
a Grauback Lor real group activity, The sase may be said for strict 
adherence to formal procedure. ‘he emphasis should be toward helping 
the individual young people to understand one another and to appreciate 
the :mtuzl cive and take of group action.? In the ideal grow every 
eee ene 
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nenber participates in the actual leadership by expressing opinions and 
Sharing decisions, Snpeeial short~ter: comittees should have rotating 
seuberships that tnelude each meuber of the group at one tine or another, 
the training of peer leadership in the group is essential. 
the group-centered approach must. be carried over into the adzinis- 
wation of ihe group's activities, ‘The leadership of the grou is pri- 
marily the responsibility of its om elected leaders. The adwinistration 
Suggested by the Uslther League ie sound, following the usual order of 
President, vice-president, secretary, sreasurer, and including chairnen 
for Christian gpowth, wenbership, Wheat Ridge seals, and the Walther 
Issgue Messenger. These officers.are not to be dictators, but coordina- 
ters and co-plamiors with the whole group. The decisions are not theirs 
to make in executive meetings but belong to the entire society.” 
The Sunetion of Adult Connselors in the Youth Group 
The importance of adult counselors in the youth progran is well 
Stated by Wittenberg: 
the role that group leaders play in shaping the future of 
Society cannet possibly be overestimated. Since the group 
provides for the individual the sonse of social reality, 
the kind of expericnce he will get im the group will deter- 
rine to a very Large degree the wayin wizich he looks on the 
World arowmid him. ixeest for the family group, the volumtary 
asSociution, of wixich we are the Leaders, is the most impor- 
tant factor in the Life of the growing individual. Because 
individual and group experience depends greatly on the way wo 
lead our clubs, the future hinges on understanding of oursclves, 
eS 
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of thes, and of the group process.” 
the counselor's duties fall inte two categories, those toward the 
ONE people 2s individuals and those toward the groupe Even though 
Personal ccunseling is the pastor's responsibility, the youth counselor 
may take upon Himself a share of this work with individuals. Le should 
be able to recogiiise tie syaptons of innex tension and give Christ- 
Centered guidance. He shovld be a good listener. Cases that exceed his 
GMerience as a Laywen he will have to refor to the pastors pub a good 
“ny probleus in voeatdional choice, faxily situations, spiriiel doubts, 
Secial tonsions, relations with friends of the opposite sex, and school 
work cam be solved with his help. By his om attitude toward lize and 
marriaze he will exert a food influence on adolescents as they search 
for thely om place in life. Me should endeavor to becone better ac- 
qainted with the tecn-agers to discover what their real interests are 
and what they are really like.2* Apeve al) ho showld be a radiant ex- 
asple ef Christian faith, so that by his owm faith he inspires his young 
friends to find the significance of such faith for theix om lives. 
in the progra: of the group the counselor plays a very positive 
Tole in a negative ways 
‘Droadiy spealcing, a counselor must help young pecple see 
their fullest possibilities In Gist. He ought to keep 
before the: high goals and high ideals, He should make 
then responsible for their decisions and hold then to those 
eee 
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decisions, logativelsy, he smst aveid saking decisions for thex,"13 
the responsibility for supervision will be largely in his hands. in 
each group he will represent the congregation and siiow its interest in 
the youth activities. tis leadership will teke its fora largely in guid- 
ing ond Sujgesting as he helps the young people plan and carry out their 
Progran. In a1 the neetings of beards and special camittecs and of the 
whole group itself he will be on hand to help in plaming worship activi- 
ties, topics, reersation, athletic events, outings, end refreshuents. 
His funetioen and responsibility will. be to help the group deal effectively 
with dts owm problens. 
His eet ivnortant function mist be to raise the spiritual emphasis 
of the prorra: te the foreground and vaintain it at a high level. wor 
Ship activities are nes worship until a real contact is made with Cod 
through Jesus Crist by the individual young people)? Topie discussions 
and learning situations shevld give a gocd spirituel insight into the 
neurins of Christian faith ond its vearing on the probleas of life. He 
WIL cneowrase viesionary outreach to other young people uho are in spiri- 
tual davlness, In all the various work and play. activities he will help 
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Adult counselors heave inportant duties in organizations other than 
Giistian fellowship groups and Bible classes, The Christian program of 
Scouting ic not realized fully until the troops and packs have becons 
Giristian in purpose and provide opportunity for devotion. Much depends 
on the adult Leaders to reach this goal. Coaches for the athletic pro- 
Gren of the conrresation should exert an important influence toward 
the spiritucl growth of young players. 
Confidence is an important attribute of the counselor. He must have 
confidence in himself and particularly in the Ged who gives hin strencth. 
He Should have confidence in the teen-agers themselves and be willing to 
delegate wesponsibility according to their abilities. His own spirit of 
€28e and friendliness should help set the tone of the group.!? Much of 
the detailed m:terial in chapter three applies to the group counselor 
8 Well 2s to the pastor 18 
Re should also function as coordinator of group discussion and a re~- 
Source person. I!is task is te help the group define the problens to be 
met and find a realistic basis of operation. Occasionally he may stdmu- 
late appreciation for issues to which the group is not sensitive.!? le 
Should be eqerienced or willing to gzin experience in the use of various 
methods for group study. Methods such as bus’ groups, workshop, role- 
Playing, debate, forum, panel, end the like are excellent for youth groups.° 
Sm 
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Clarico Dowion suggests the following questions for the adult 
leader's solf-evaluntion: 
1. Am T growing religiously? . . e 
2. Ana I growing in my understanding of young people, and 
especially of thet age with which I en privileged to 
Work? . . « 
3. Am I growing in uy understanding of the Bible, in my 
“est for continued Bible study, and in my personel 
cxeuplificaticn of the Bible message in my daily 
Living? eee 
I growing in my understanding of bettex methods, and 
my Skill end confidence in using then? 
h e an 
ur 
the Group Program Geared to Individuel Needs 
Tecn-sgers must feel a strong sense of achieveuent in their pro- 
Gran, for they can find theaselves in their group only when they lose 
thenselves individually in an important job. The failure to provide 2 
Significant program accounts for a general inefficiency in many youth 
Groups .22 whe young people must be given the feeling that the church 
is their church, ‘Their program shovld not sinply duplicate activities 
they enjoy in school but provide a spiritual exerience thet inspires 
end challenes then.*3 An understanding of purpose is necessary. The 
Program should never be thought of as an end in itself but as a means 
toward a goni.2 the purpose of the program is to help individuals on 
theix way to mture Christian adulthood. The purpose is education, 
eee 
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wainine teen-agers to think clearly and to bring the power of Christian 
faith to bear unen their problews. The purpose is growth in two-dimen= 
Sional livingeateward God and their neighbor. The purpose is to create 
a "sustaining fel lowsiip" of teen-arers who have been Joined to Jesus 
Christ and bear each other up in a deeper fellowship of the spirit,25 
the need is a progvas that ulll fit the interests of all the tegm-agers 
of the churcii, in order to help tea realize thet purpose in theiy lives. 
the Zornation of such a progren involves definite plaming for con~ 
tdaulty, “esth, and 2 varlety in content and uethod. There should be a 
balance azom: the verious facets. The progran must be planned by adults 
and teeneavews tovether, in cowsittees and in the action of the waole 
grou.*6 ine prouran should be planned to use every means available to 
Give each teon-nvor 2 nlsees 
Important nerts of the progran are topic and probles discussions, 
held dn an ateouvicre of frantmess and friendship.27 the Walther League 
Eamial suggests that a series of well-defined topies should cover every 
prodles which way Lace the individual during the years of adolescence 
end early live, hese diseussions are to ereato attitudes and lead to 
definite conclusions retuer than just the learning of seots.?8 ine 
Value in this type of education lies in its source--the individual learns 
fron his peers in open Ciscussion.s 
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It is helpful to vary the problems under discussion. Yroblexs 
likely to cut deep inte the emotions should alternate with those less 
doturbing.°? cpics shewld be plamed in units, each a “journey of 
Growth" fow the young individual. the vnits should lead te problea- 
Solving experiences » & gublering and interpretation of intorsation, or 
deeper aporce!niion of things spiritually significant. ‘the topies or 
Probless under consideration should be wearingful for the tem~ager in 
his present live, so that he will have opportunity to translate the 
learning into living iosediately. In pleming the topic schedule it is 
helpful to hear Suygestions of the teen-agers themselves. Various methods 
nay be used to sound then oute-check lists, question boxes, or an open 
forun, che teen-nore will enjoy the opportunity to think ever their 
Problems, and the rocess in itself is beneficial as it helps them cryse 
tallise theix fee1 ings .2° The problems that they will suggest for dis- 
CusSicn will be the typleal probless of the teen-ager in one fora or 
mother, ile lists the types of problems that will be beneficial and 
interesting to tex in’ discussion: problens of exotiensl instability, 
Social difficulvies, prebless cver sex and courtship, favily difficulties, 
broblens in 2clizion, adjustuent to the atemic age, and vocational ceci- 
Sions. Zhe pastor may be called upon to lead sone discussions in these 
areas av a stimilus to his counseling progrant, 3 
the progran must inelude opportunities for real. vorskip, worship 
eee 
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that focuses om Josue Christ and brings in‘ividual teen-agers into an 
intimate common wlth iin, i(lausler mentions three wholesome results 
of worship in the soon-age group: it builds up the sense of group 
Strength, neltu auay the jagged edges present in almost every group, 
ane cnlarzes the concept of Gode>~ the teen-ager is sensitive to an 
ataosphere of worships? He needs 2 tino to get avey fron the noise 
and rush thet filis his days and to remove himself from the artificial- 
ity of Life in 2 self-centered world. We needs a time for spiritual 
refreshvent and the healing reality of a period in deeper fellowship 
With Ged ond his fellow young peoples?! 
Undoubtedly the youngsters will noed training in the art of worship. 
A good beginning tor sue: training is the weaning ef worship and prayer. 
Youn hearts should be brought to umderstand the naturalness of commmion 
With God and lis sccessabLlity at all tines, ‘he worship program should 
concentrate om participation by all members of the group. Yorzal worship 
aay Give war ot tines te siuple volamiary contributions of the group, 
stressing: cincerituy of expression rather than recitation or vending? 
Varicty in the worship foras is an execlient wy te avoid tie uonoteny 
of stercotyned opeming and elosing outecontesice fhe exvericee of wor= 
ship is in itself a valuable method of instruction. It is one way of 
re ene ene 
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acquiring certainty in matters of Leith. 3 48 on activity of learning 
Lt can open the eyes, touch the heart with compassion tor others, con- 
Viet an individusl of sin, and bring about the chenges that aceomany 
learning, And besides chere is a plus clenent--the part God plays in 
Worsiiip, Jind, as Clarice Bowzan concludes: 
the more naturally and freely and eonfidently youmg persons 
learn to worship God amidst their work and play together, 
the m ore likely they will be to carry that spirit into their 
r Living. ‘Thelr devotional lives will be strengthened, 
alcost without thelr eensciously mowing it.28 
   
“he procran showld include a missionary outreach of personal evan=- 
relism, After training in the methods and inspiration through the 
NOSSaze of the cross, the young people shovld be given ssecific oppor= 
tunities tc visit teen-age prospects or to take part in the organized 
oroyzaa of bhe congregation, They should be encoursged to 
Witness where they ave~engong Tricnds at home and Gehool., Special groun 
Projects of evangelis: may be undertaken, such as canvassing, visiting 
Shuteins, and distributing tenets.” Hot only will the tori-agers be 
performing a service for the Lord, but they thenselves will benefit fran 
the experience of witnessing. . 
Social and physical recreation are necessary elenents of the group 
brogran. tne of their most important functions is to help the feeneag are 
realize they are whole persons and that they rust carry over into social 
activities the attitudes and standards they have developed in the serious 
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side of the progron lt Refreshments ere of vitel concern to the tecn~ 
Ser. There are advantages and éisadvantages in the nettex of sports 
and athletic teane, Major sports are expensive and restrict the nuuber 
of participents. These activities, however, may attract sone indivicuals 
who W111 turn out for no other activity. Minor sports or intramural par- 
ticipation in major ssorts help the group set better acquainted and pro- 
Vide food sources of recreation, For inter-church consetition in major 
Sports it is 4 portent that a comdttee be formed te establish rules and 
Policies. The purvose of the program must be te reflect crodit upon the 
Participants and upon the church, Violations of Christian principles 
came’ be permitted, aud the athletic program should not be ellowed to 
Coupete o> intertere with any other program of the society or the church. 
Counselors und plaming committees of the progras may Pind printed 
aateriels quitc helpful. The helps printed by the Walther League and 
Youth Sourd ef vhe Iutheran Churche-Missouri Synod are very useful. 
“aterials of other sourees concerning methods and activities ere often 
very good. Sut no printed materials eam make up for a lack of prepara= 
tion on the part of sdult counselors or youth leaders. !!2 
Evaluating the Group Program 
it is very important that the group evaluate its program systecatical- 
ly at least once a year. Clarice Howran Suggests the Zollowing procedures: 
St 
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iwery so often, perhaps, in any church group-<iroa the smalicst 
class ino countvy cluwch to a big deportmental organiza or 
the mexbers and workexs should sit dowm together and ask then 
> we being a fellowship? Are ve allowlug cliques to 
couse some Vinuels to feck frouen out? Are we welcoming naw 
comers ond secing to 1t that everyone feels thoroughly at ease 
regardless of the kind of clothes he wears or the kind of car his 
barants drive? Are we learning to work together thoughtfully, 
tore about doing a job well than about who gets the credit, 
   
   
   
   
Sleves, ") 
   
    
carin;
or wilo gebs to go te a conference off songwhere? Do we pass 
around ponsibilities, or tend to spotlight a few outstanding 
capable ones? fre we drawing in the nore timid and shy sembers 
aid Sinding activities in which ther would be interested and can 
have the fun of nein their talents, too?" 
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TATTHG ThE TOTAL YOUR PROGRAM IN THE CHiRCH 
mlisting and Training Youth Counselors 
Sven in smaller congregats ony & number of consecrated lay youth 
Counselors is necessary to mintain an active and efficient youth 
PYogran, he pastor is often too busy to attend the regular meetings 
of the youth groups 9 “ach Less to cevote tine to the many board and 
Comittee meetings. 1 iz is isportent that the congregation is official-~ 
ly represented ct a2] these meetings--especially those of the Scouting 
and athlet tic groups which are not spiritual by nature. Lay counselors 
“ay also give the pastor weleere assistance in his work with individual 
tecn-arers. 
junlifiestions for lay eomselors are chiefly these two, consecra- 
tion and interest, Such advlts--a man or woman or married ccuple=-=should 
be mature, consecrated servants of Christ whe can inspire youngsters with 
their confides’ Christianit - they uust be interested in young people 
a5 they ere, sonsitive to their needs and probless and aspirations.> 
Giher imoriant cuslifications are patience, Love, and affection for 
youne people, and the Gurlst-notivated attitudes of helpfulness and 
Cooncration. 
nares eens center 
L 
What's Your Job?, a panphlet published & by the Walther Teague, 
Chicago, Tilincis. 
=o Clarice i, Bowman, ays Youth Tearn (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
001.952), vp. 25. Pl) Seas ena 
Sru4d., pe 83. 
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Counsclers 
should be willing te undergo training end euperys Sic tn 




are the exneriences 
of a counselors' 
re- 
trent or worksi:en, 
Courses in youth work end group leadership: 
offered 
by local adult eduentionsl 
agencies are very helpful. the congregetion should mnke sveileble a Library of naterials for the counselors 
in their 
work, Additions 
training may be received "on-the-job" 
through eperi- ee Sui in the cutual discussion 
and problei-solving 
at regular meetings of 2 youth committee. 
in alnest every congregation 
there are adults who will qualify 
for 
the position of counseler. 
‘vany congregations 
take service polls or 
mestionnsires 
to wmeover the hidden talents of their people. The pastor 
“ay Sound out individuals 
to find their interests 
and enlist the: in the 
veut: promran. One wrong approach, however, is to plead with persons to becone counselors 
and give thea the impression 
that the work is not dif- 
Seult or the-consuning.” 
A few aay offer their services Af the need is publicized. 
‘he Walther League Nenual suggests using older young 
Heople as helpers with the younger societies 
to share the responsibility for the program und provide a contact between the jumier and senior 
groupe. 
d eeeemeneenres eens 
. brow Sorenson and Hadley S. Dimock, Ae: Education in Values (ies York: Association Fress, ¢01955), Pe 159. 
Dorothy He Roberts, Leadership of Tecn-aze Groups (liew York: Association Preus, ¢.1950)) De /oe 
Svelther Teague Yamal (Chicago: Valthor Teague, 1935), pp. 120-121. 
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The Funetion of the Youth Com-ttea 
the chied Mmetion of a youth committee will be to ocordinate the 
youth pvogra: of the congregation as a vhole and give it the attention 
it deserves in the thinking and planning of the congregation. ‘The 
Coutitice cheuld include all the counselors and adult leaders of Walther 
League societios, Scout troops, Cubs, Browmies, teachers of Bible classes 
for your; people, and the coaches of athletic teams under the congroga= 
tion's sponsorship, Other interested layaen may be appointed te the 
Comittes as advisers or may attend to recaive training. The pastor ond 
tetchers of the church staff are ex officio menbers of tie comiittoe.” 
In Lis rerular meetings the youth comiittee will function as a 
Study croup to contime the training of leaders and counselors in the 
Principles ef youth work. Throureh the disezssicn of problexs thoy will 
help one another to growin ability and ex»erimee, The camittee will 
Considex the needs of the youth organizations and study the uso of 
facilities, ‘whey will evaluate the prograu as it progresses fron month 
te month, expecially in rogard to the spiritual. exphasis tint is so 
essentia1.o 
the coumittce should function as a coordinating agency to plen and 
map out the direction of the youth program as a whole. The group may 
Set matters ox policy for meeting times and the schedule of events in 
the available roo: space, The covittee should work together to 
eee 
Tromen, Ope Cites pe 30. 
8, > 






Miwengthen the Cundanental purpose of the tetel progra, nancly, to lead young individuclls clocer to Christ and help then de A ea Bae Mis kinedon,? 
*he counittee should alse function as representative of the youth Mogran te the conrreration. The cow ttee uesbers should each be a Spokesman wer the procran Sn TOS ae ele ee ee Gregation, Together they will prepare sonthly reports for conzregational neetinrs and voters! agse sblies, ‘The comeititee will make recommendations 
to the congresntion for better Taek tes Te ee cere ones es any uctters that require the congregation's decisien, In turn the Coimbttee will sezve as the congregation's official representative to 
the youth program in all dts phases, They will report the decisions and Seiees af tha congregation to the young people, They will be respon- z 
Bible to tie consresation for the youth progran.10 
Cther functions of the youth committee include: the maintaining of interest in the contributions the youhg people make to congregational 
lites provicing of Leaders p for Che) youth) pxven ses i eoa1 sacs Deas eels conrrecation's financial assistance to enable participation in the larger 
events of the nations] youth organization, 
ee w es 
Mibid., pre 39-40. 
Wnthe Youth Representative and the Youth Cozmittee," unpublished 
revolution adopted by Trinity Lutheran Congregation, Steckton, California, 
1956, in possession of the writer (mimeographed) . 
Dwain Greumann, The erecsational Youth Comzlttee, reprint oL 
& paper which Pastor Gratmam préscnted to the sutheran Youth ConZerence 
in St. louis, January, 1951, published under the auspices of the Soerd 




the Youth Committee in the Congregation's Adninistration 
There ave several practical ways to form the youth committee. It 
may be organised as a subcommittee under the Zoord of Education with a 
mMeuber of that Board as chairman, It may be established as an independ~ 
ont commites which reports directly to the congregation. in this posi- 
tion the ccuwittec should be on the same level of importance as the con- 
mittees for education, evangelism, finance, stewardship, and the like. 
There it would be given the attention it deserves in the foreground of 
parish planning. 
the chairman of the youth committee may be placed into office in 
various ways, depending on the local custom. where the youth comuittce 
is part of the Board of Nducation he may be clected or appointed fron 
the membership of that Board, In the preferable position of an independ- 
ent congregational committee or board for youth work the chairman may be 
elected by the congregation as ean elder, chairman, or director=-depend- 
ing upon the terminology eiployed, As an elected officer he will re- 
ceive the {u11 support and confidence of the congregation, and the in- 
Portance of his office will raise the congregation's outlook on the 
youth progran./9 
The length of the chairman's term of office and that of the adult 
counselors will depend on locel practise. Ideally the term should be 
for three or four yearse<long enough to learn the work successfully 
  
2ryia. 
I3iotes taken in class in "469 Parish Administration," Alfred 0. 




but not so Jon: that 4t brings staleness, The nominators or navinating 
COMMttes mnt be carefvl that only men woo are qualified and interested 
8re placed on the slate for this office. 
the uli responsibility for the youth progran will given to this 
Chairman, which he will delegote in pert to each of the counselors. te 
Wi] work with the counselors and preside at youth comittee meetings. 
Usually he will present the monthly report on youth work to the congre- 
Gation, ile should visit each youth organizaticn periodically to oifer 
Suggestions ond aseistance to the counselors. He should nob, nowever, 
be asked to serve in the additional capacity of counselor or leader of 
@M organization. fe will, of course, work very closely with the pastor. ee 
The Prefessional Youth Worker 
The larger parish that can afford to hire an additional staff mes— 
ber will find the services of a professional youth worker very beneficial. 
the professicnal worker is able te serve well in the group activities 
end in the coordination of the entire youth progrean. tle may also be 
called upon te assist in the work of counseling individual teen-agers, 
depending upen nis abiJity and emeriezce. Ellsworth mentions several 
qalifications for professional secretaries in the Young Men's Christian 
ASSociation, a position which might compare te the youth worker in a 
Congregation. The secretary should be between twenty and fifty years of 
82C, preicrably a man and married. He should be able to understond and 
aid young people, and imow how to train adult leaders. ile should have 
  




@ tptitude for counseling. The eduentional reyuirexents for the y 
festionel secretary are a minkra: of thirty hours in the flelds of re- 
listous tendersivty quidance, group work, edxinistration, and comamity 
ery 
organisation, ie wust be 2 colicze graduate,19 Several colleges and 
wilversities have instituted prograas to train professional youth 
  Workers, axon: thes Valparaiso University at Valpareiso, India. 
a 




SUMMARY STATESRNT Ste 
today's teon-ngor has problems and needs with which the church 
must dexl on an individual basis if it is to fulfill ite obligation to 
its youth, Where the pastor takes a deep personal interest in avery 
teeneasey in his congregation and makes limself available for counscl- 
ing, the church will recoive lasting benefits. lot only will the young 
People hove help when they need it most, but they will be better adjust— 
ed chureh meavers as adults, ‘he counseling progres itself will profit 
a8 the tucnenzers mature inte an adult generation thet Knows the value 
Of pastoral ox unseling, And the church wil? have maintained its contact 
With then 91.1 during thelr moet trying years. 
Although the church's group progran exmot ve expected to reach all 
the young people, it should be geared to lielp those who participate. in 
the group acidvities as well 2s in personal counseling the attention is 
focused upon the growth of the individual. The entire youth progran 
that is planned to provide activities for as many Individuals as pos- 
Sible will give the teen-agers a place in their cuurch, ond it will 
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